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Le ess Lng of stock itc.
is a unive: unsolved problem in invent01
e role played by essential!'
factors . ji.iatical inventory control mod-
s discussed. Several methods for it
essentiality ranking in present military use
ascribed. A proposal is set forth to ac~
Llitary essentiality ra: y sta-
tistical examination of the numerical prior-
ities assigned to requisitions for each item.
?he characteristics of the U. S. ] priority
systc cive justification to this pro-
posal are pointed out. A limited experiment
is described wherein the essentiality rankings
produced by the proposed system are compared
with these produced by Stanford Research In-
stitute's essentiality formula in use
Electronics Supply Office. The experiment, in-
volving a small homogeneous sample of electron-
ic tube items, indicated agreement (in the
sense of positive correlation) between the re-
sults produced by the two systems. A more com-
plete experiment with a more heterogeneous sam-




The U. S. ITavy is increasingly interested
in the use of mathematical inventory models,
programmed into high speed digital computers,
for the inventory management of Naval material
with statistically predictable demand rates and
delivery lead times. Many such models exist,
the more useful of which contain a "penalty
function", which penalizes the inventory mana-
ger for stock shortages., Almost a universal
requirement of these penalty functions is some
"relative essentiality factor" such that the
inventory manager is penalized more severely
for stockouts of more essential items
.
Several methods are practiced at this time
for the ranking of inventory items by military
essentiality, falling roughly into three cat-
egories:
1) Ranking based on studies performed at
Supply Demand Control Points (SDCP)
and Uavy Department Bureaus by techni-
cal experts
•
2) Ranking based on questionnaires an-
swered by maintenance technicians or




3) Formula a l Lng, backed 1 Le,
:; readily ide al ] .. .r-
c of : ific uch
it s price , demand r
,
Lc dj sion.
In a Tie 3 3 2, al] metho lied
-5 5
port; nee of ' \ \ rt to so. N. val equip-
nt.
the 1 traced by c
) 2) al ove include:





2) I bhe cr.ro of category 1) , t . Leal
£ onnel " ] '
-Pply eche.u
are . . of
e«
3) They r ensive in terns of
hou]
. !ach ] 1 1 u st b actj
L separal ly lied . mall:
Lei.
h) A ! 3 proved
pri 3 ' he field o-
irts allowance lid pelc]

that it ; Lrm theoretical or .itive
fc
It ii Le requisition prior-
ity sys Ln use in the Navy to ts
a c nous,
' bhe
essentiality of Naval itei . It is therefore
>posed 'stems of the
SDCPS be i i id go that prio: tics
d to Ld documents arc srted
rith other transaction inf Ion.
Feric lly, some function of the numerical
rit;
. assigned to requisitions for
each it- ] putec al
computer and used as a relativ " esse
::. function treated in this
is the tic mean.
A lj L exper ' n .ted at the
val Sup] ' ! (ITSC) Oakland with several
of electronic tubes indicat 1) t]
Men required to invoke oposal is
available or. a system-wide basis and 2) there
is a positive correlation between the resuJ
pre ] ' proposed method id the ra: Lng
pro" the 3S0 essentialit ' la.
rime] pic
all electronic tubes with high do tos.
(v)

for specific equipments or weapons
systems, and not for Navy-wide in-
ventory management,
The Navy seeks a method of the category 3
type, so that the ranking of items by military
essentiality can he accomplished easily and
cheaply, without study by teams of experts.
One such is in successful use at this time.
At the Electronics Supply Office (ESO), the
Stanford Research Institute (Sill) inventory




Where C is item cost and D is its weeb n ;- de-
mand rate. The C in the numerator is ration-
alised by the argument that cost varies '.1th
value or essentiality, A function of demand
in the denominator is justified by the argument
that fast moving items are staple merchandise?
whereas equipment design and testing is direct-
ed toward slowing the demand rate for essential
material. The enact form of the function S was
developed by demanding that the formula produce
rankings of the right order of magnitude for
use as a parameter in the ESO inventory model
.
The serious objection to this formula is
(iv)

It is recommended that a nc larger experi-
ment of the same type be conducted using it-
which are more obviously distinguished from one
another from an essentiality standpoint, with a
broader range of demand rates, and using data
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The management of inventory by mathematical
model is a relatively new and increasingly im-
portant are:-- of interest for the operations
analyst. In any enterprise which stocks ma-
terials for later' use or sale, two fundamental
nagement decisions must be made concerning
J
..' c stock of each item: At what point of stock
depletion should the stock be replenished? How
many units of the item should be procured?
Tl e traditional means cf reaching there
decisions is the exercise of human judgement by
a stock reviewer. However skilled ana ener-
getic this reviewer nay be, the process is
typically slew, expensive) and susceptible to
human error. Electronic data processing has,
in the last several years, provided the re-
viewer with up-dated demand and issue dat;
,
but the stock reviewer remains the human 1 ottle-
necl: in the inventory decision process, at
least for those items subject to statistically
predictable demand rates and delivery lead time.
It remains for the high-speed digital com-
puter, programmed in conformity with some acr
"ceptable lathematical inventory model, to
(1)

assume the stock review function in the case of
items susceptable to this manner of control.
_e United States Navy maintains inven-
tories of stocks exceeding five billion dollars
L . value divided among more than a million
items. CQ host of these items can be con-
iered to have statistically predictable de-
and :• bes and delivery load times. Accor-
dingly, the Navy, along with the several civil-
ian operations research firms under contract
for this work, has been a leader in the de-
velopment and use of modern, high- speed inven-
tory management technique.
The senior of the two authors of this
thesis, a I.'aval Aviator, became acquainted with
and interested in the field through study of a
report by members of the Economics Division of
Stanford Research Institute which proposed a
mathematical model for inventory management of
aviation repair parts. OO Although this model
w s finally placed into use, in modified form,
for electronics repair parts rather than for
aviation materials, this interest continued, [33
rhe junior author is a Supply Corps Offi-
cer with considerable past exposure to the man-
agement problems of large-scale inventories.
After discovering a community of interest
(2)

in this new field, the authors requested and re-
ceived temporary duty orders to Stanford Re-
search Institute for the summer of i960 to
study the work in progress there for the Elec-
tronics Supply Office, £LQ While working at
SRI under the direction of Dr. ?. W. Drcsch,
Manager of Industrial Operations Research, the
authors became interested in one of the thus
far unsolved problems cf the project: The pro-
vision of a numerical index reflecting the
MILITARY ESSENTIALITY or MILITARY WORTH of an
item for inclusion as an essential and criti-
cal parameter of the SRI Model.
In common with other relatively sophisti-
cated models for inventory management, the SRI
Model contains a penalty function which levies
a "charge" against the supply manager for
failure to meet demand for an ite . It is only
reasonable for the supply manager to expect a
penalty which varies directly with the harm
done to the consumer by this failure to supply.
What is required is, therefore, some index or
parameter of the penalty function which dis-
tinguishes the military importance of a given
item from that of other items, penalizing nest
severely for shortages in items which can cause
(3)

a fleet unit to fail in or to abort its mission.
Ihe problem here is no more th . special-
ized '.cation of the bread or study cf util-
ity theory.
I Lterest in this pari lar aspect cf the
problem led to a study of the efforts of Navy
ers, of other • forces, and cf
civilian practiti ers iirected tow bhe
"worth-ranld .. " o Inventory ite: • e results
cf this st" ire reported in Part II cf this
esis. 'he authors were aided in this
Dr. R. II. Davis of Stanfc scar' I ' 'mate
by C . i .7. L. Wilkenson U. S. "... of
the h. I Lcs and Mathe Latical Statistics Br nch
cf the Office of Naval Research.
Grov/ing ' n ' . i ; 1 ! ' e problem th< r
led to a proposal by the authors of a
for esse Lality-r? king of specific sto
items based on - . lysis of rioritics
assigned by FL et ui bs to req ' s for these
ite: s. - rs "ere assisted in the form-
' tion of the proposal by Dr. S. G. Allen of
Research Institute and by : ' upply
staff of the Naval Air Station, Moffett Field,




An experiment was conducted within the
Ships Su Depot, Naval ... j "' Center, 0: •
Ld, for tl puj ose of con" ie reli-
llty and practicability of the proposal.
Funds fo] ' < . ' >re
Lra] R. J. Arnold, SC, USIT (nov/ retired).
dtial "pilot" data v/ere
,
. . assisl d - . dvised b; Led , E . D.





i c looI c F siness
ienced su 1 officer. Subsequent"
data formed by Mrs. June




f Mr. . '. ailey, Stock Control S
visor, Shj ' , ! > jr,
nd. Lts of -.is experiment are
i rt IV of this the; ' s.
I \ the led
conclusion* i ] reco i lations d] he
:: teir work on c >roblem to this
be.
Prof. F. F. Sheehan, of the - .1 Post-
eneroi provided o
"recti- an ag a] ' of
Prof . J. .. :•: j -' led
CO C<
s
r the c" bal lata.
(5)

Fart II - Essentiality and Inventory Models
lion-Military .
:. e literature of inventory theory ';•"-
c: tec that, first, the problem of essentiality
ran] ': ; does exi: t for the non-military inven-
tcry mana er and second, that no method other
. . ; .c exercise of judgement by man;
has 1 . li vised to provide this ran] ' g.
Ma th tical models exist for the
"optimizi Lon" of inventory lanag tt deci-
sions, I., every ci :jc studied, the model pro-
vides qj bi a] invent ry decisions as to stock
levels and reorder qi antities for a sing
,
specific item. Since, in practice, virtually
all inventory managers are required to main-
tain stocks of lany items, use of one such in-
ventory model requires independent computations
u der the todel for each of the items carried
in inventory. S..-: only factor which connects
decision "or one item ;-/ith ... b for
other is the possible existance of cone over-
all budget for the procurement and holding of
stock. Where such a budget ceiling exists
a situation characterized by demand and de-
livery lead tine uncertainty, the need for an
:
. itiality ranking of the items of inv tory
is manifest, Such is the case in both military
(6)

and non-military econo y.
ore sophisticated of the m Li-
sodels have in common a function cal]
v riously a penalty function, depletion cost
nction, stockout cost factor or short;
ty. -
i
pose of l:his func . is to
include in the computations uj ier the model a
penalty, expressed i dollars list n u, for ex-




s, 1 . d on expected demand - i .::-
3cted delivery lead time.
Two fu] J ypes of nan-] ilit ry
ilicatioh exist: Maintenance of inventory
. future sales : Lnt nn.cc of
.
-
,. ast fr.tr.ro production lino :iqqlIs,
In the first case (stocks of mere Lse
for sale) the short; function should
.
nalize
1) for the "liar loss duo to missing sales .
2) for the loss of custoi er "good ill." The
expected dollar cost of missed sales is rel-
atively easy to compute from initial stocl:
levels, expected demand and expected delivery
lead bime. Lose of "good will", however, re-
quire! so: e rind of i . tary evaluatio] of bhe
;ree to which a lost sale or late delivery
will influence a C' sto .er to transfer cone of
hie si lent business to competitors. C?-p.72]
(7)

Although the identification of some items of
retail merchandise as "staple" items
ust be :arried :o;' the customer in order to
obtain hi: isiness in other i - idise is
t litional, the authors of thi: w re
able to discover evidence of the use of any
the] tical < Lei non-military practice
wherein this evaluation . .de, con-
bed to monetary terns and \ ulud'ed as a
parameter of he lodel.
In the second case (stocks of j • action
ri; Is), the shori - notion shoulc
lize accordij
,
to 1) the degree of essentiality
of the par Lcular part or material to the pro-
lucti
. ss, 2) the availability cf sub-
stitutes, and 3) whe" emergency suppliers
can fill temporary iee s. Ultimately, the pen-
alty should he additional cost cf
special procure...cut or production operation:
and on custom r deliv ry ] snalties if Lp-
ment is delayed by lac 3: of raw materials.
E5-P- 320] This case is readily translateable
:. to the dlitary a la Lion, with the sub-
stitution of "milit< -. . '.scion" for "Production
Process", ' hero, again, no evidence was un-




quantitative i i i tical terms for inclusion
as a parameter in a mathematical inventor
nodel.
Indeed, the literature of the subject
assumes these penalty parameters as "giv<
by higher level management to the inventory
• n
.
r. "We c.r r:u:.:c the penalty function as
;iven. 3 organization - whether c< rcial
or non-commercial - has a general idea of the
attach to the d . t would
be caused 1 e no:. i ility of an item;
it lmows the cost the poorer performance
of emergency substitutes. = penalty for de-
pleted stocks nay be very hj ;h: 'A horse, a
horse, my kingdom for a horse,' cried defeated
Richard III." £]
In e tematica] construction of inven-
tory models, the essentiality r; nking of
iter.: (relative to other i Jv:;..c) is usually ex-
pressed as a co] plier of cc:.:e factor
of the penalty function, and ma] serve to do
of the follow: .,:
1) It may stand as a separate factor of
the penalty function to be imposed as a si Le,
constant penalty whenever demand exceeds stock;
2) It nay mu] e sub-function which
expresses the difference between stock and de-
(.)

maud, and which thereby varies with the number
of units of unsatisfied demand;
3) It may multiply some sub-function
which varies with the time duration of short-
age ; or
*f) It may serve in some combination of
the above roles.
One typical example p3-p. 19] will suffice
to show how extant mathematical models provide
for the inclusion of an essentiality factor
(albeit unused). Arrow, Harris and Marshack
have developed an inventory model containing
the followin hortage penalty function
ir :
B(X-Z) IF X ; Z
Otherwise
Where X represents demand for a given in-
ventory period;
Z represents stock on hand during
the period;
A represents a constant item es-
sentiality penalty factor which
is applied when X/Z;
B represents an essentiality con-
stant which multiplies a penalty
factor varying with the number of
units of unsatisfied demand.
Typically, Arrow, Harris and Ilarshackdo
not provide any method whereby A and B can be
computed for each item of inventory, but assu
(10)

"given" as stated in the quotati
on Page 0.
Military .
"When an 'out of stock 1 condition arises
for some military item, the problei te
fferent I bhat of the private entrepreneur.
For example, if a res; ' . ew Yorl: City
Coos into a do] t store anc s that
the store is cut of steel: of the article he
desires, .A probably can be satisfied
in sonc other store. If such is the case, very
little harm has bee: ;-. ie first store has
prob: 'est some profits and some good -.,111.
A store run ;.onal entrepreneur should
not carry stochs large enough so that a 'never-
out* condition prevails. If it does have
'ficient stocks of goods to insure c stely
against their running out, the stock levels
would be far above the optimum level and the
carrying charges would exceed the costs cf de-
pletion for the rginal unit,
situation is conceptually similar to ' :>f
the private entrepreneur , but the costs cf de-
pletion, aside from the greater difficulties
cf measurement, may be cf a much greater
tude than is at all conceivable i Lvate
(11)

business. If important ' s of equipment arc
not a\ " . n needed, the fate o:
tion . n )e at stake." Qj
In the view of the authors of this paper,
rked difference between milil
and non- ' cy experience ie problem
of essentiality r; ig of inventory items hi
been the willingness of the military (especial-
ly the Navy) to cone to grips with the proble
actually to provj sans by which essen-
tiality re. ' of items arc determined and
sorted into mathematical inventoi ' Ls.
'forts he military establishment
to accomplish essentiality r< Lng of inventory
s fall into three categories which are list-
ed hero in the chronological order ' ich t
have -• appearance.
1) ..' " based on studies perf c : at
su: 3 control points and
Bureaus by technical experts in the of
inventory control, material identification or
allowance list j ration.
2) R i n ed on questionnaires answer
-
Lntenance technicians or operati r-
sonnel.
3) Formula ra. . , backed by rationale,
(12)

based or. readily identifiable characteristics
cf a specific item such as its price, nd
rate, weight and cubic dimensions.





ssify each item under their con-
trol into one of the following ten es





C - Car. ant controlled (i to
be .ct to regional but not cc
t)
-ory)




P - Perishable itc




ment with unpredictable c lcL, Ioj
lead tine or difficult procure
channels.
)
S - Slow items (with lev/ de i rate
i story)
I - Terminal items (to be used up and not
replaced)
* X - Special pre items (neces. bo
controlled by the . gers of
»cial programs)
It can be seen that the fractionation pro-
s not fu. i 11} ' essential: ran-
program. Its purpose T.:r.s to divide .
T
de Inventory into categories each of which
is subject to different inventor;
rules. Furthermore, items within a specific
category were not ranked a: >s.
;] e cases of categories R and X, however, te<
nical experts at each supply de] and control
point and in the bureaus (in the case of
bureau controlled material) were required to
decide whether an item was essential to the
operation of cone in-service equipment or to
some special project. This decision rid its
resultant segregation of the ' s so cate-
gorized represented possibly the earliest
large-scale essentiality classification to be
(1*0

performed in military inventor;/ management, and
is still in Navy-wide use.
n item is classified R or X, a deci-
sion is made as to an adequate "buffer stoc
for total protection against stockout. Lis
stock quantity is then added to the stock level
ctated by e . I ematical model.
We face, here, one of the serious probl
dch pervades the whole raid ing issue. en
an ite ha; ] ha: e a] ication, what
. .all its fraction code he? F r .lately, on"
rarely do R coded insurance ite s .. :oded
special project items have applications other
'hose which qualify as R Dr X. nera.1
lire encountered, the classificati
causing closer control or high r ock levels
is assigned . IIov:cver, >nd the con-
I 3 'ection of essentia
of all items of a supply system, embracing
countless ite iltiple applications,
the proble: I : lore intense. A , the
general solution seems to be the assignment cf
rank corresponding to the most essentia] i-
cation, a plausible course of actio: b one
which fails to consider or reflect any appli-





Before a new aeronautical c ch
as a new aircraft engine, is placed use,
a formal provisioning procedure is followed
hich comprises an item-by-item technical sup-
ply determination of the quantities of supply
items required to support the equipment durin
its expected period of service. Included in
this process is the assignment to each ite
to be procured of a source code ve: .ilar
in nature to the fraction codes above, but more
detailed and comprehensive. Several c ese
source codes require determination of es-
sentiality of the item to the operation
the equipment. Again, no ranking is done with-
in source codes.
The principle innovation supplied by this
provisioning procedure is the cc,
provisioning conferences attended by represent-
atives of ASO, the Bureau of Weapons, the Fleets,
the Air Training Command, overhaul and repair
facilities, equipment contractor: ir
parts vendors. Basically, the same e; i-
ality decisions are made as in the case of
fractionation, but with a broader array of tec
nical talent to do the job. Here, as before, no
(16)

essentiality decisions are made for items with
predictable demand and lead time a: bh rel-
Lvely simple procurement channels. £ J
Sly' I arts Control Cent or and C_ .go Supply
Office.
SPGC and 0S0 have carried the ccsc
ality concept to the point of essentiality
ranking of each item of ships machinery repair
parts and ordnance repair parts respectively.
Furthermore, in both supply demand control
points, the ranking of each item is expressed
as Lch is i. led as I cter
cry centre' lei used for the
itc .
. PCC, item essentiality rating is based
on 1) ... nt to which the want of a pai
will reduce the effectiveness of the weapon in
it i< - led, 2) the cost of t
.iid the r of years through v/hich
its cost is to be amortized. Determination of
1) above is performed by technical experts at
SPGC. Cost ization data are provided
the Bureau of Ships. The result is assign-
ment of each item of ships machinery repair
..to one of three essentiality cate-
gories: bi.;h, medium or low, wi J - Dpriate
(17)

values given to the essentiality parameter in
the i - lodel penalty functi
ties are encountered: Fir.
(and this difficulty is common tc all
this category), the technical personnel at
.nd control point are far removed
•om the scene of equip ent use. oir esti-
mate of the extent to Lch a weapon is in-
effective for lack of a part may differ widely
om experience. Second, the problem of mul-
tiple application is present in an intensified
form. Finally, the cost of a weapon ot
be a reliable index of its Llitary worth.
At C50, the assignment to each item of
inventory of an essentiality factor ra]
between and 1 is performed by the same type
of technical personnel as at SPCC. This factor
based on 1) the decree of ineffectiveness
of an or nee equipment caused ' nt of the
t and 2) the extent to which the loss in
effectiveness cam be compensated by substi-
tution or local part manufacture. This syste
is subject to the first two of the difficulties
recognized for the SPCC method. Additionally,
no cognizance is taken of the relative mili-
tary importance of different ordnance equip-
(13)

ments to the effectiveness of ilitary
unit (e. g. Chip). p-l]
Gate gory 2 - Ranking by Experienced Main-
tenance and Operating Perso i
TIRU .Project
.
Perhaps the most extensive single project
yet undertaken in the field of essentiality
iking is the Logistic Research Project
George Washington University wherein every item
of repair parts for a single, modern submarine
(UCG TIRU) was assigned an essentiality rank:".
through questionnaires prepared by maintenance
and operating personnel. The purpose of the
project was to aid in the preparation of c
board repair parts allowance lists for all sub-
lines of TIRLT, S Class.
.ch repair parts item received an essen-
tiality code composed of a number (1 thru h)
a letter (A, B or C) where the ] re-
flects the itary worth of the equipment af-
fected by the part failure and the letter re-
flects the ability of ships force to compensate
for the failure without depending upon an on-
board spare.
The numbers, called mission effect codes,
were obtained by providing a tear.; of nine
(19)

experienced submarine officers (former co
din J executive officers of . nes) with
the des: pecifications of every article of
equipment installed in TIRU. These officers
completed a questionnaire for each equ nt,
dividing TIRU'S equipment into four categories:
Code 1 - Ter ' ation of patrol action.
: lure of the equipment would
cause the ship tc break off the
patrol and immediately return to
pert for repairs.
Code 2 - High Risk. Failure of the equip-
ment would introduce a calculated
risk into the accomplish nt of
be mission, the ris] re-
strictive in terms of the oper-
ational capability of the shi]
.
Depending on the type of equip-
ent which has failed, limitations
such as choice of areas of oper-
ation, selection of targets, re-
duced defense capability, etc.,
ght apply. The ship, however,
would stay on station.
Code 3 - Moderate risk. Failure of
equipment imposes less seri<
(20)

restrictions on the acco h-
mt of the mission rein
he component failure can often
be cc sated for (e. g. in-
stitution of al for mechani-
can operation of the e< ' >nt)
.
Code h - Negligible effect. Failure of
i equ:" e it L . _c restric-
tions on the ace pli: t of
is si on.
he hy] hetioal lission for which these
ons were .".ace was a si:
.
-d
trol, submerged eighteen hours a .1
orkelling, and complete isolation from supply
or maintenance support. D-2^
Coincidcnta] J , • assig ent of
ssion effect codes above, a tear, of senior
;ty officers and s] yi n i \ .lr personnel
were employed in determining the maintenance po-
tential code (letter) portion of the ess: -
tiali ' . bing.
Te< .. b rs re o provided with < list of
•ts contained in each of the equi]
stalled : IIRU, a?c:ic with data on the facil-
ities for lufacture hand tools available
on board. ' ition on the availability of
(21)

bulk materials was also supplied. Thus armed,
'
e tear: divided all items of repair parts into
three categories;
Code A - No possibility of compensation.
Lty part st be replaced
' an on-board spare before the
equipment can be made operable.
C<: 3 - Compensation possible. The faul-
rt can be com - sated for
on-board manufacture, cannibil-
ization of stand-by equipment, or
substitution.
Code C - Hot required. Equip] nt ca oper-
ate without replace ei 1 ;r com-
pensatic .
As is seen, an item classified 1A is of
the h: ilitary essentiality; a ^-C it
is of the lowest.
This system has proved to be satisfactory
Lsofar as it provides
.;. lines for the
eparation of allowance list quantities of on-
board spares for a spec Tic class of ship. The
extension of the 2thod to system-wide ITav?
stocls Iocs not see::: likely for reasons of ex-
pense, the problem of multiple application, and
a further problem in that an article of equip-
(12)

ment be of the highest military worth to
one c"1 - ss f ship, and merely stand-by equip-
ment on board another.
Polaris Ssse: biality Prelect . [b~]
. Bureau of S lies and Accounts, The
Geo .: Lgton Univ ?sit; 1 3 Office of
Naval Research are . gaged at present in a
•eject tc provide - : - tiality rankj for all
Lr [ s e s re ' r d for bli .. I • ris
Fleet .. n Lstic Missile Weapons £ -ste .
.-•eject is designed along the same lines as t]
... pi eject above, ::. nded bo pr : ' re
comprehensive set of esse lity values re-
hired b; the inci • d technological complex-
ity i d ' n ' 1 • :• ur ;ency of the Fleet . bic
1 Lssile Vlei ons System. Cue 1 h :1 rs as equj -
lundanc^ and ;he availabilit; f emer-
gency systems, not taken into account ' he
.' ' Ldy, are spec Lf J cally examj
essentia L1 prqgn 'or the Polaris System.
Further, the ' ue features cf the
ystem itself ] Hires ; . . Lalj conce]
Lch ] r its ;. 3i ent to be made wti I tier
; fallur - 'f<= b bl .e total caj al '
lie 1. ching, or are limited to 'ac-
tors as the accuracy, reliability, rate cf f:i





le, ha: n linj bed to a] ::ce
.'.en for a specific
a?) c ! G
' ore ecu] *ind but a sin; 3 c::-
ent of e: facte 1
Ltary Ion ut-
. . . ; vy. rcblen concerned
I
• nt of a I Fit for .'- dr-
craft 'zq 1 ". S. Air Force.
forerunner of t]
project. It included th ent of a tec
nee rsonnel to the task of
tic: . j Two dj fj >ren I he
IIP, '. . be no Led: I) The pi bj Lty of
lure v;as :.; d 1'or each iter. . eluded
; ctor :' . ' ng • 3] bi 3 by; 2)
essenti; lity ; :.. Ltem . . :Ie to . y ".:
Lth its ghtf
This pre 1 ras successful, i at it
:ontira
'
j, ut is subject to the
- 11: itc bi ns : ' app] Lcatiorj s "IRI
Fo: . is Is: ality P -ogra s.
-^ A Fly raj fit is g - pack! spare
parts which acC' >anies a:: aircraft squc Iron
n it deploys to an advanced base.
(2*f)

2a, j^jCjQiJjZ - Jorr.ula .aajihii^;
... Ie, ea: 3 .ned index of rel-
i
sought. Is there not so::c r; Lstic or
cc aracteristics oj
ich are rclatcc y
?e readily obtained from catclogs
or stock c;
. of the fir: t : -aces to he dis-
cu icsed:
ssentiality= T fon •
The pported 'posal
is jIIows: 1) '.'. ... ys
for. Cent v ith value. h cost it ens
'. e, thus posse Lgh rei-
ve es: . 2) The la: • Is,
it is to fail. Larg .'. In-
clude - j -. hors, tun . . .y
don't breah. . . and -
; ,
hey arc toe big to
stoc] rd : hips, I. ' s arc
. re eas: j -
' ron raw mati i n :
board, and if too big, probably ' ..
.
rd or
v -' .1 to accc ish the replacement.
• Ls < '. 'ge ody of technical opinion
ppor .-.: g . eral truth .' ' s reason-
V/o
'
e in which j '
(25)

was included (vice cube) in an essential!
ratine system above (The Fly. t).
51octronj.es l> ly Office - Stanford Research
T
fc j^e. " iS - p. llj
'
In use at the present time at SSO is a
for system-wide management of electro]
repair part: _ ;ed by SRI. rhis lei
contains, as a ; r ster of its penalty func-
tion. . entiality factor (called an it,
balance factor) as follows:
E
- S^D "
In which G : bhe unit cost of the item and D
is its wee]:";' h :.d rate.
The unit cost in the numerator of the
fraction is rationalized a: Ln 1) above. Ihe
presence of a function of do:.:::x in the denom-
enator can be justified by reasoning bha
de 1 'tons are the "staple" items of Naval
merchandise, such as brooms, paint bru: s
wiping rags. On other hand, Naval eqiii. -
..
J is designed so that the essentia"1 rts
are reliable - not subject to frequent failu .-,
[j leed, the rigorous series of tests to which
naval equipment is subjected is designed to
establish, among other facts, the reliability
(26)

or durability of ess:, arte. is reason-
Lntuiti' rsc ro-
tweer rate 3 lity.
: iu stifle; of the foi root of CD
as the specific function of demand to be us
cone: ' sj rulati' . 3 actual experience.
_. . has ] rov .. r Penalized itc
balance factor of th ] order of mag de
to ] ISO's j rr, lecisions within budget
limitations, with an ace j le stock-out rec-
ord for known critic: ] . .• t trials.
Lonale underlying bhis formula Ls
suffici Ly accej I >le for use by ESO, but no
one connected wj b3 2 form lation of this
del, cither at 3S0 or at SRI, believes it to
bhe or solution to the proble . "Until
a more d Lre • - bhod for deter ii Lng ' ' .' s
rel< biv • srts nee L bhe supply syste
. =d, some si roach as that described
above will have to sod to determine ;
ic of this factor..." [}: - p. lV|







to r Lsitions for the
by in-service users. Details as to possi





provide an essentiality ranking of ' v ntory
items is the subject of the authors' proposal
i Part III of this paper.

Part III - A Proposal For Comput . ] ilitai '
ISssentialU y
. .
' '.one of the - /y' reau of
Supplies and Accounts req Lr bhe assignmen
ri r ' „ to every rec ' Ltj For
ria! y ] ival users. This priority reflects
ilitary ' rtance of b] ser's cur-
rent Lssj : . I bhe urgency of the need for
the specific material. Ihe authors coiite:
that a reliable index of the - ilitary essen-
of an item can bo obtained by 'ovi-
le statistic related to the priorities
as: Lg] .d to past sj bions for that ite: .
It is ar
:
that items of high Llitary
essentiality are requisitioned with h gher
priority, on the average, tha i i of lev;
t ry essentiality.
It is further maintained that bhe pric •-
ity history of an item is 1) retrievable at
re] Lvely low cost from per. anent recor
a d 2) subject to low cost current collection
. part of the item transaction re
,
system now in use by all supply-demand control
pel
rhe priority system in effect in the U.S.
. vy is dc. id in detail in the exer bs from
'he 'f u of Supplies a. i Ace u] bs 1 nual in-
(29)

eluded as Appendix 1. A su of its most
portant features follows: [8-para 33026-6]
1. All requests for Naval material will
be assigned a numerical priority
designator which will reflect:
A. The relative military importance
of the requestor , as indicated
by an assigned "Mission Cate-
gory"
;
D. The relative military essenti-
ality of the intended use of the
requested material, as indicated
by an "end use definition code."
2. The numerical priority designator ex-
presses the relationship between mis-
sion category and the applicable end
use definition code, and ranges, with
tninishing importance, fro iber 1
through 37.
3. A Haval unit is assigned one of five
Lssion categories by higher author-
ity:
A. Mission Category 1: For units
engaged on missions of overriding
"* For details as to c< nd levels authorized to
assign on categories to subordinate units,
seo Appendix, Para 33026-63(2).
(30)

importance tc the national de-
fense;
B» Mis sion Category 2: For cora-
itant units and units furnish-
ing direct support tc combatant
units that comprise primary of-
fensive and defensive forces,
osc missions are of vital im-
:;rtance and directly affect
national security,
C. Mission Category 3. :
(1) For active fleet units
which sup nt or j
rectly support the pri-
^'j offensive and def<
sive forces in mission cate-
gory 2;
(2) For activities providi
direct industrial or logis-
tic support to active fleet
forces;
(3) For combatant and support
forces otherwise assigned
' ssion category h or 5 but
eparing to deploy on a





D. Mission Cat e,gory h:
(1) For train! .its a
units engaged in scheduled
training operations in
preparation for deploy-
»nt on a tactical or
strategic assignment more
than 30 days in the future:
(2) For units of the active
fleet force inside con-
tinental United States a]
the Pearl Harbor area as-
signed scheduled overhaul,
upkeep or repair;
(3) For activities providing
industrial or . ency
logistic support to active
fleet forces;
E« Mission Category 5"> For all other
units and activities, active and
reserve.
^f. Separate tables of end use codes are
provided for each of the follow!.





C. Shipyards, ship repair facilities
and submarine bases
D. Aircraft and missile industrial
activities
E. Industrial activities not other-
wise provided for
Research and development activ-
ities
G. Mobile construction battalions
H . Units not otherwise provided for
iviated version of the end u:
code table for ships is provided for
illustration:




thy or otherwise cap
able of perfor.
:issi
-* For fjller detail as to end use codes for
ships and for tables applicable to otl • mat
ies, see Appendix, para 33026-
(33)

End Use End Use Definitions
Code
B Material for emer-
gency repairs with-
out which the ship
can operate tempor-
arily as an effec-
tive unit.




or safety of the











levels, or 3) f
maintenance of spec
fie equipments.
E ! terial required
for initial outfit-
/ oL n tin Ld filling of

End Use End Use Definitions
Code









5. A numerical priority designator is as-
signed to a requisition for material by
ntering the table following (Table 1)
with the mission category assigned to
the unit and the end use code deemed
applicable by appropriate unit person-
nel.
x For details as to specific unit personnel
authorized to assign a given range of end use
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mission :ategory - :nd use convsrsi
(36)
COD]
AIR OR REPLACEMENT FOR - )
IE D




























17 20 22 30 37
21 23 31 37
25 32 37
26 28 33 35 37





6. Priority designators, assigned as
described above, are designed to pro-
vide a means for supply and transpor-
tation activities to process requests
and shipments in accordance with mili-
tary importance and urgency of need.
The system is intended to determine
material issue policies and efficient
employment of transportation and com-
munication capabilities.
7. To maintain the integrity of the pri-
ority system, the quantity of material
requested is limited to that amount
necessary to satisfy the requirement
that initiated the request v
8. Fleet and overseas shore activity re-
quests are reviewed by appropriate
fleet commanders to preclude abuse of
the priority system. Periodically,
supply activities are requested by
competent authority to furnish statis-
tical data on priority assignments to
incoming requisitions. Administrative
inspections of unit retained requisi-
tion files are directed to determine
whether or not priority designators
are being assigned properly.
(38)

It is proposed that each supply-demand
control point of avy augment its trans-
action reporting system so that the priority
assigned to the request document giving rise
to each item transaction shall accompany the
present transaction data on all stock status
reports. Since the priority of the request
document is "mark sensed" by stock control
personnel at oporting activities onto the
EDP transaction card, which, in turn, provides
the transaction for stock status reports,
it is contended that this procedure requires
only the addition of i column to t. es-
status report format.
A cc ous record of numerical priority
to the most recent 100
(for e bs for each item can be
accumulated bored as £
in I omory of each SDCP's digital c
Peri' lly (quarterly, for example),
the etic mean of I ost recent 100
•ical priority des. : ors can bo calc
lated for each ite the computer to serve
as a relative ij .litar; iality.
For inactive items for which more than,
,
10 but less than 100 transactions have
(39)

been reported, the arithmetic mean of all nu-
merical priority designators reported to date
can serve as the essentiality index.
For inactive items with lose than 10
transactions reported, some other means can be
employed Tor the estimation and assignment of
essentiality Index, perhaps one of the meth-
ods described in part J I of bhis, paper,
The upper limit of 100 transactions and
the lower t of 10 transactions have boon
i itrarily chosen for the sake of example,
and arc properly established by stock review
tern consider? • s at each SDCP, as is the
periodicity. Indeed, at those SDCPS practicing
continuotis stock rev: w, bhis procedure would
necessarily rise be continuous.
Furtb j re, althou ' th pars jter studied
' s i per is the mean and the estimator
used is the sample mean, other parameters could
be i cd and, for each parameter, any of
several estimators could be employee^. A sta-
ll tic which reflects t] variance of the re-
corded priorities appeals to the intuition, since
two items could experience the sa:.:c mean er-
ical priority history, one with large v< ri nee,
the other s . It would see; tb .t the it
(ho)

experiencing the larger numerical priority variance
should be assigned a higher essentiality Index,
sii.cc the larger variance reflects a spread of pri-
ority • . Lgnments into the hj S-^ priority categories.
Alt i Ly, variability ' lit properly be ac-
counted for by using not the arithmetic mean pri-
ority but some function of the nth percentile (e.g.
percent ' ..... icrity).
Lng the arithmetic mean to be an accept-
able statistic, the periodic computation for each
ite • aid t:. i .dor go transformation to provide
. the opriate order of magnitude and
proper units for inclusion as a parameter of the
function in the mathe] atical inventory
"el in use at the SDCP. It is reasonable to ex-
pect that the transformation used would retain t]
relative ranking of items produced by the arithmetic
mean computations.
The authors believe that this entire propo£
put into effect without the addition of per-
sonnel at any SDCP or reporting activity, using ex-
ist. !DP1 procedures, reporting forms and compu-
ter capacity with only minor modification. It is
rther believed that the priority syste
,
by its
definition, operation and regulation, represents
a recorded history of N 3 wide; evalu Lon of the





thereby superior (at least by ' ;s lirectness) to
essentiality evaluation system in ui e at the
present time in system-wide supply manage ant.
In order to investigate the facility w '
Lch the proposal can bo employed, as well as to
examine the extent to which rankings produced by
the proposal agree with rankings produced by other
thods, a limited experiment was conducted at the
: upply Center Oakland concerning electronic






?ING THE PROPOSAL - A LIMITED BXP ! [J
1, Abstrj ct
A test cf the proposal was conducted in two
stages. First, various currently used s ales ap-
able to itary iters were o;;r '. 1. The
r] se of the exa [nations was to justify con-
sideration of these scales as related to the con-
cept of " ' Lj ry essentiality."
Sec d. ' Lted c::; ' lent was conducted
Ln order to v ne whether any discernible
(significant) correspondence existed 1 stween -
'
.\ ::rzc: Lity - asseri 3 by t]
• Re; rch Institute's E (see Part II) and
ess* ' y as evidenced 1 y the .' : - '
priority history as proposed in Part III preccdi: .
The methods of M. G. Kendall [15] \;orc used
to make a : I Lstical co parison of the ranking
cf 23 electron tubes by their average pricritj
their _ Lngs by;
1) Ite Lance Factor (SRI 3)
2) Iton Cost (SRI c)
3) Item Dollar Velocity (SRI cD)
h) Pr< '-tod Weekly Demand (SRI P)
5) AM De and History (AKS LOAD LI! : / 2Y)
The results of these co parisons indicate t] .
1) The military essentiality ra: : ng of
rare ( ean) priority is iirectly related
to their ranking by .] e SR] "] values.

2) the military essentiality ranking of item
: eir a\ 3 (mean) priority is meaningfully
related to some of the ether C >tei Lnable ite
racteristics, the evidence being strongest ' 1
:" Involving n nd (cc pari sons h) end 5)
preceding-) .
3) lat a '.ere exacting experiment is war-
. : nted in order to v.. 'ify the results of the
ited experiment, i
h) that the resulting more conclusive ran]
>e used to investigate the relationshi]
of other determinable item characteristics to pri-
ority dei Llitary essentiality .
0. )

2. The Ext lent .
Conception of the Experiment
set forth in Part III prece
been observed that t . vy'i prioril tern on-
tailed the repeated direct evaluation of the mis-
sion and end-use effects of shortages of individu;
i±t parts. The system also involved implica-
tions of the effects of cannib. ' Li
,
substi-
tutability, local fabrication and stock storage
acity. It was furtb r 1 s rved that this
hinery, -"ever its other uses, bore the charac-
teristics of a current and continuous field sur-
vey of military esse; ity. In this the process
was not unlike the survey methods being ployed
by the Ilaval Logistics Research Project team of
Gecrpc Washington University for establi hj g bhe
re ] rts allowances of TIRU cla; . i £ .
i
nt an app] oach to the determination of
.
- esse bj ity than that of the George
.. ngton University group has t i ij closed by
search.
The foreg< g obi rvai Lons suggested the possi-
bi 3 It .
.
ro: : bi 1 e pirical vei i bion
of t conception underlying both of the e ap-
proaches to ilit -p Ltiality, j b
iventory items under both the Georg ./ . Ling-
ton Lversity questionnaire ethod am - ieth<

based on priority characteristics, the two rankings
could be compared for statistical agreement.
over, the specialized j r] »se (allowance lists) and
limiting conditions (TIRU class submarines duri]
. r patrol) of the George Washington University
determinations provided only a discouraging prospect
for meaningful comparisons with essentialities indi-
cated by the urgency of the present procurement
needs of a wide variety of end users. However, an
atte.
;
s ] c to correlate the George Washington
University values with not only the SRI "J values
but also with those values of the proposed scheme.
In every such comparison, no significant evidence
of a correlation was noted.
For these reasons attention was returned to
o Stanford Research Institute inventory control
model, the study of which occasioned these present
con: rations. In it the "Item Balance Factor",
1, _ Layed the role of a military essenti;
king for each inventory item to which the model
was to be applied. The lack of intuitiv ap]
underwriting the SRI E had caused its name to be
changed in the final analysis from "Essentiality",
under which name and conception it took its place
as a term in the derived form of the model, to
"Item Balance Factor". It will be necessary to
loo] the history . I function of E in soi
(h-6)

detail in the paragraphs which follow in order to
estimate the confidence it nay he accorded as a
"true" index of item military essentiality. In
early 1959, the SRI mat] atical inventory model
: j laced in use for a pilot class of items in
Federal Stock Glasses 59&0 (tubes and tube hard-
ware) and 5"95 (wire and cable assemblies). A
b pical Federal Stock Mu ber (FS1.") for an item in
the pilot class is NF 5960 033 ^355? in which N
is the Navy cognizf ce symbol for electronics re-
Lr | rts controlled by BSQ, F is the fraction
code for a high (fast) item, 59&0 indicates
tubes and tube hardware, and the remaining seven
digits are the catalog number of the individual
iter, (specific tube).
Ehe relative military essentiality E assumed
for the pilot model was E=V C , based on the
traditional proposition that essential items arc
:
i
onsive, that essentiality therefore varies
lirectly with cost, am bhe 1 jlief that y g"
is the function of c which would yield factors of
a reasonable order of . Ltude. Ihe original
- ggestion of cost or value as a utility measure
• e e by Daniel Bernoulli, and the classic
variation
"V~~C was suggested to him in a letter





H e results of the early applications of the
model yielded, for a great many items, reorder
levels of less than a leadtime. Reorder levels
of less that a leadtime result in stockouts, a edi-
tion acceptable in a .large supply system for a
. [all number of relatively unessential items, but
not to the degree experienced in these early re-
e .Its. SRI and ESO personnel were able to identi-
five possible causes of the unacceptable low
reorder levels:
1. Insufficient operating funds
2. Too little ' )wance for order cancellations
and reducti ns of buy quantities where de-
ad failed to develop as expected.
3. An as£ im '1 pi that amounts "back order ed M
(requisitioned by Naval users and awaiting
stock "cliverics) never exceed the order
quantit. .
h. Holding cost assumptions.
5". The assumption that E ;'/~C •
The effect: h eh the above five points had on re-
order levels and order quantities mere studied by
examining the behavior of the rules resulting from
changing various co binati ns of the conditions of
and assumptions described in those p ' its.
Six representative synthetic items wore devel-




class of items. The si:: items were chosen by
.
'
' the entire pilot class of items into
dollar velocit; bclasses: [/
3
WEE] LY DC LLAR V IL' "ITY
(CD) RAJ GE (3/wk)
NUMBER 01
III RA . !
.J. .u
1 cD— O3j? }>0.00 22
2 331+ . oo 3 cD "^ 3 , ohO . 00 l r
3 AO^cD ^ 38^.00 ^r0
• 2,Sk ScD -=^ 38 Ao ;90
7 .30 ^cD 3.8*f 830
.0 1 ^cD .33 .60
>llar velocity value and unit price
h of the above dollar velocity ranges were .."
si: synl ; itei s, giving the results
! n in the fol] 1 1 g 1 3:
T '- WES] LY D0L]
T









> , 50 .0 50 13.0
O 300.0 20 5 ;-0.0
"1 6.0 " 12.0
k 12.0 5 k
r» 1.0 3 0.333
(> .2






For all six items, representative values of
parameters of the model not involving the five
factors to "be studied were chosen, such as lead-
tine, order cost, and holding cost.
By means of this synthetic : ] Le it was possible
to reconstruct the approximate behavior of the
model with respect to reorder level and order
quantity when changes were made to the five fac-
tors under study.
It was found that, of all the factors varied, the
st responsive to variation of the as-
sumption of the value of E, relative military es-
sentiality.
It was readily recognised at this point that the
"actual relative military essentiality of the var-
ious items was not being emphasized as a criterion
for choosing the item essentiality factor, . In-
stead, the "balance" of reorder levels a
tmo syi .ad become th< i 1 criterion,
thus giving rise to a new name for E: It lance
•tor. 3 criterion established for E was:
i tiow it is determined or hould
yield an insignificant number of items with reorder
levels less than a leadtimo.
E = c-iy~"
-~c war; the first altcr-
2
native toy—q studie^ • Whereas E = V~~c— had
(50)

failed to provide adequate reorder level protection
particular::/ ; the high velocity items, 3-cVjT;
o
' iled ' a r for low dollar velocity
items. Folio 1 g the failure of these first two
as: dons, a so" n was soug ' review!
several essentiality rationales \. i d been in-
ted prior to the beginn bhe pile b
One a g snt said that all it re equally essen-
tial — whether it be a $10 j 000 special purpose
electron tube or a LO-cent resistor. Failure of
cither could incapacitate a radar a. ril a
Consequently, the assumption E - 1 was
;ated, but failed even more markedly th
E
-\f~TT~ "to provide adequate reorder level pro-
tection among high dollar velocity items. Another
possibility . o assumption that every dollar's
worth of an ite]
,
- \ ther than the item itself, is
equally essential. If ' .. rere not so, the argu-
ment goes, one would not bo wi] -
i ce for the I . - , the ass ".on
2 - G was investigated, and ' .vide
.order level protection of - tr.
ticn studied • the low an . di ollar veloc-
items.
Two co . ons of these last two a j tions were
studied: E = C+10 a. S H '0, revealing hat
(5D

variations in the value cf the additive constant
could change the dollar velocity r; tige ' Lch
odel failed, but could not eliminate failure.
['lie rationale underlying the assumption S - C was
considered to be the strongest of all those studied,
1 :icc, it was decided to deter Lne effect of intro-
ducing :. Lai factor into the E = C assump-
tion . Lch would increase the E cf the lew dell' r
velocity items, the area in which this assumption
Lied, rhis cculd be accomplished by dividin
cost by some power cf dollar velocity. The question
on was: -.at is the appropriate power of cD?
The assumption: E = C as 'ied, and did
(cW*
.eed raise reorder level protection for low dol-
lar velocity s without sacrifice of protection
for high dollar velocity items. The increase in
reorder levels for low dollar velocity ite w s,
fact, too great, resulting in unacceptably high
/enterics of those items.
last, E z c s invest! g; bed,, rhis assumption
(cDP*
.;vided the sa. e general characteristics in the lew
velocity area, and without the excesses (relative-
ly speaking) of E - c
TcDjfc
'j^aq general c c ision which h; i been - rom
ntioned investigations is a basic
(52)

Lou that a dollar's worth of any it on is
equally essential (E = c), modified by a or
l/(CD)-£.
.
L yii ] Is at least .
interim solu estion of a si \ le
itc. / jtor, S. e SRI staff suggests
he basic assumption E = c forms a natural
of departure f . ..ore fundamental deter-
;ion of this :' it parameter. Inherent i
roposal of Pa: .... i ;gestic the
o specir.
1 to it, re] point of de] re
re fundamental in character.
ary, despite the v/eak theoretical
peal of the final SRI Ltary essentiali es-
ter, S, he values it attaches to inventory items
enable the model to ; ate en L'tie: to
agre< ith existing inventory control
erience. ?oach used is not v/ithoi
c-
cesses i: sical sciences.
F02 .g reasons, coup 1 '- le
... character of the s to
; . . here seemed to bo promise
a fruitful i h parison of Si
esse : Lity r Lng: . gs bas I
on prior history. If Lot
(53)

agree, little would have "been learned about the
validity of either system. If the two systi
:lded significantly simi] s, the both
Ld api r .pproximate the same property of
the items thus compared. From such a result c.
;ht hope for;
1) a better understanding of the nature of
litary essentiality,
2) potential rovements in the applications
of this concept, aj tely
3} realistic, economical and Lli-




B • fhc Sample '__gn
conceived an experiment i
oc; lity as on preced para-
ge neces,
1) to ascerta: ) availa )
of ciata^
2) to define that subset of all requisitions which
would be pertinent to or interprctable as i
cessions of milil essentiality
3) to devise and adopt a scheme for select!
of the 3130 pilot project items of F Stock
Glasses 5960 (electron tubes) and 5995 (cables
cabling) nuld be compared.
The carr out of tb.es e t: i the nature
of the res' arc 6 'bed in some
(5*0

tail. The description is provided to enabl
reader to evaluate the experiment. It will also
an example of a reduction proble
pical of those encountered in Operatic .. .. ; is.
1. T] ailability of Date .
In the last week of June, I960, the Control
rision of the Ship's Supply Depot of the Oakland
.. val Su] , .- r wa: re uested to select tw
electron tubes ? bh '' )0 class , : Lg] ' st
c Oliverlent (implies and rate). For all ex-
res to end users of these stoc! s they were
guested to report; the quantity of these bes
br .'•actio . he ich_ Lty cf th '•: r,
?: - late c . Lginal requisition,
and the date the materi \ s r [uiz ho
originator. This research was to extend bach, rd
to Januar;
,
] SO, or Lch 1; ' ' s-
ting priority syste 'fective.
In about ten days, the first eight; r-
vations of the s pie later numbered 17 (stock nu i-
bcr order) and ' ' rst thirty observations of the
3 later numbered 8 were received. ese ol
solvations were received, as were a] su' sequ< .
observations, in the form of duplicates of the
ori ' al re Lsition documents in one cf several








1) the records research was more difficult than
anticipated and involved:
a) a requisiticn-to-requisition back search
through chronological stock transaction
ledgers, then
b) interpretation of codes accompanying the
ledger entries so as to select end-user
transactions from among stock adjustments,
then
c) recourse to document files where further
end-user discriminations occurred, then
d) removal, duplication and refile of docu-
Recourse to the original document was necessary
because it alone preserved the priority notation,
and it alone allowed the kinds of end user dis-
criminations which became necessary. However, based
on the man hour and cost reports which accompanied
this first report, it was decided that large scale
sampling by this method was feasible. It later
developed that these first trial samples were
anomolous and were the most easily researched of the
entire expe iment.
2 • The Sample Space of Priority Designator s
.
From these first samplings and from subsequent
plings, it became clear that many possible ond-
(56)

users would have to be eliminated from consider-
( ..;.. air stations, ship yards, rs,
etc.) becai L: ' J ioncd . ch
.t re-is sue to other enc . rs. It
instances to distinguii




' Its. Per these reasons and oth
developed icnt experience, it
:
.er to identify culls b;
tors
functions of the origii
-
In effect, the experimental cc
beca. lisitions of the ships aj . ft
rons of the active fleet as sec
bors; this
to nation fr Conversio; le
ble 1) of;
Column II (reserved and reserve fleet)
Column G (on 1 s not p< . »nt to
tional u
Cc " X ( ' fe sa /id
How 5 v ad ' rative and type cc ors,
. ort, : ce
essels, operational cc
as llari. . , igs, Carrier Divi-
.ons, Air Groups, etc.)

















1 1 ? 11 i 17 20 j 22
2 o <-o
3 k q 13 19 . 2>+ 25
\ 6 10 1JL 26 . 28 33
Table 2
Reduc ed Convcr si on - e Showing the Sampled Prior-
. ;nators
The restriction of sampling to the designators
LOwn above ly reduced the ratio of useful re-
corded transactions to total end user transactions.
Sample : r 17 dec: 30fj in size and sample
10%. In su y, these reduc-
tions were adopted in o to avoid cases where
Le ultimate end users by in-
termediate suppliers who were themselves end users.
. - ore, it vac :d to restrict the obser-
-ions to or ions for which a J of
mission ca J . es and end use codes were possible.
3. Initial 1 Selection.
cause of its size, variety and act:'.
racteristics, class 5960 (electron tubes) T
chosen as the source of all the items to be sampled.
nford Research Institute d the effects
of various :ed forms for the relative
ess E, it did so by creatine six s; tic
(5

items which were weighted to simulate the actual
population of the pilot class of items. The six
items were chosen by dividing the entire pilot
class of items into six dollar velocity subclasses
as shown in the Table preceding. The median dollar
velocity and unit price in each of these dollar
velocity ranges were used to select the charac-
teristics for the six synthetic items giving the
results shown in the Table preceding. The six
synthetic items thus created were used to test the
effects of the various model assumptions.
It was desirable to follow the same reasoning
in selecting the experimental items from stock
class 5960. However to increase the number of
items to be observed, the median dollar velocity
and unit price of the intervals determined by the
1st, 2nd, 3rd and Vth quartiles in each dollar
velocity range were used to produce 2h synthetic
s instead of 6. Given the characteristics of
2h synthetic items thought to be representative
collectively of the whole class under consideration,
actual members of the class of electron tubes were
selected which duplicated closely the charactei-
istics of the synthetic 2h. These tubes were then
taken to be those whoso priority history would be
researched in order to test for a correspondence
between the two schemes for determining military
essentiality. (50)

The acta . ile items so selected sir
charac e :io J ented here beca




of • ' s rec 3 ext.
C. _C
: conducted ' he end of June,





covered the first fourtee]
new- prior! by " ;em
desc I rt III. ' sc pli] 'esulted
9 to sactio: ' 1 of 23
lie elect] ube c" . ' ecision to
as 9 observations
solely on the fact bh ' bhc ecification
of . '
3
duly liirri ] the
nge oi ! lues ' ' " Ted
.
For ; rteen e ling period (nbt
co: ' ' ) he small umber of us-
L terns was sur-
P.3)« -'" ' as accounted
>y;
1) .c chosen restrictions on the ss
ices,
?.) the low 3 3 characteristics c ny of
selected
]





The third c i 1 stance cited al Dve, noi ... mod
stofore, .; Ires some c ent.
iere are t\ic '.' vs 3 uppl Renters i ' IT; vy
stem
,
ITSC Oaklai ; id ITSC - rfclk. !
5 p snejits, several
J
;s stc :3 ' the
categories of . atcrials. rhe Shij Supply
>t at NSC, Oakland, for >xs pic, stocks ccgnir-
i :e [ .' \ 's repair parts) Lid cognizand .
air parts) berial, EJach is a'&is-i
.' "
'..
.he J ' t fci ] Cr-
pair parts, whicl ns t] ' ach i:
Ion ply subordi nil bo the Bui
of Supplies 1 A 1 : i the Tllec bronics Sup-
:c. In Its role ; stribution Lnt,
. Cal Les stoc] ' ipport of d : . bed
co: :tra-coni ' J .1 p ' lar; • t )ck
s supply nd shipyards.
].y j i ' ad b units is but a
•
.




stock ] " ' ii^s Ira
'
ea
(e.£. ail .s' ! ' ' ipport of
;
of any of bho sa:
'
.




cos cf s ly su] 3r1 . "lie




lent r j rov: 3 ad s simply ithoriz .... ccn-
1] 3 d< be colled ' point of stiff j ;: b braf-r
•• In le, cleric. 1 r sources and fl :j ility to
ral 1 " put ;,ocgs at ha: / .
First Sampling ,
During July j 1 , rith the . rso] pprov
porl f Re r A lii 1 R. J, Ai '. SC, USI*
C J an ling -0: bhc OaklJ nd S .ppl;
]
.' r; j i bh the a: sist. i :e f Lc lr«
• Frost, SC, .... [ '.it at bhe £ nford
. it; jn . ... liool of . sj. iesi ) j at bhree
"irs t fy ] r h Tor data ' cordai.ee
.' bj doll, r ve] 3 :l£ss schc All
Ltuti ns ...... . ade Tor the .' rigi-
lly loctcc. ac the reap mterp. cts of the .' '
?l L '... is ^ onl2 18 of . . .".':-
.
. rec Tded one or more experi . >• My
. . Ln ..' . . ' . ;he six bits' nisi .
priority : . Of '.1- jse ] (nc b in-
'...
[ .
' Ltial 2 "£e< sj Llity" rials) fewer
. . half recorded [ r - trans; . i< is of :'.. -
terest. None exceeded 2k-.
Rejecti( .: '.' e stock tr; sactd.on ledger
.
" bh : _ process approached . ,, of
1] Lsactions encounter* ..ore. Very ' Davy
ctivitj ' k realloc as < d ot ter < \ just-
3nts accounted . >st of thes reje ;ions.
(62)

Ap] 'oximately 50~75% of these remaining s-
actio] ' ' Iving a steel: exi ndj re to . >rs
were rejected as being nc .' ot, or non-
ser issues and these were then outside t c space
of sc L 1 Lty desj 'ore. Of these, problems
of recover:" fro::: files or errors in the original
docu '.ion accounted . a further 10- i -
pie size degradation.
It is reasonabl< ;c ] arl iere that organ-
ize pre ] c 3i £ .'. le he a: as of procures nt,
Issue co] c do not offer ' e same
"' mil ii • - -no areas for im; roving
!
s overall effectiveness.
b therefor - - ;ed ae kind of
nalj -S, sut srvision an< derniz; ;ii n "_' rt
being vested elsewhere. However, Electronic
Data Proc( g is bei: g . p] " ' cd for the more 1: -
processes . . i j roved recover: 1 i] Lty of
. ] . s
.
rposes will undoubtedly result
as : y-] ct. . .vy reallocations activity
is also being'; [ I sig '.".cant reductions
ould 1)0 achieved soo: .
y, becau c of l.c \ ch slower ! n
cted ctivity ' any of the selected dollar
velocity classes of electron tubes it was not
possible in ese classes to acquire sa es of






Because of ' / riability ms
c( :se and : n1 of transact: rejections,
it not possible to predict which "... ' h
r; were more likely to yield a usable sa;
G n r; y, of course, fast moving j s v/ere
more re isi Lg h - he si. . Upon request, the
Ly Depot Cfficer-in-Cliarpo agreed to e::-
d additional s p i rt to this study bey< '.he
plan. Lrection of Mr. i. F.
'.ley, Control Division Supervisor, the c'. .1
the Control D: si n /as no;, t i
rose .rch \ iti] ny ij tional 25 electron
f n -d for which as many ..: 25 isable
: actions cc u be f and. Research ach It
s to ter -.. 25 s litable tr< S
been feu : . g in September, I960 and con-
.ti] , . ry, 1961, b] a] : s 1 i ted
addit - Items, However, a total of
17 idi i nal us ful samples vera •
it be
.
:ted, this group of items tend' d to
. its characteristics, piv"-
1 .] values.
3. Third Sampling.
Since the unifor: ' ;y i Ltc 1 characteristics
the second sampling I ireaten 2 jo render t]
( >h)

it irrelevant tc rt of
3S, the Oa]
De] 3d tc reop -
.-zero ti :tion items in the first :
1 ly • ' izecl gi :r
so >f this " r econd loci:"
j the results of the rest
recent s cf experience .. tiese 2( items
(now . red 1 through 20 in stock ar order).
he tine base foi ' h . to a
hs. s done. At ti
research . : 3 cted
bens • . j second s





r further en] ;e-
ples.
;
-..- s therefore con-
the end, 23 of the • '- ' 3 elec
e carries were . J . enough tc c-
For these, records had beer ed on
539 t: bions affec J expend :
Ly Center Stock of ' ." ' : ut
,000. These 23 tube stocks Lnvo] y- le
as of over 33,000,000.
Table 3 following bhe 23 i
































































































: 13 .. ' ; C0H, IFF 1 I TV ] July
i960
Fro:. F I -al Good; G" ss }\ v.
(6?)

It i Laps best at this point tc re on cer-
tain features of this overall sample whic be-
cc. Interesting later. These features are:
1) Only tubes cod d F, denoting fast ring




; i ing periods. The averc.ee cf t]
3 values cf these ret Ln s< _;les is 2.^0.
2) Of the 20 rejected tubes, 5 are coded F
(
'
, re coded . ( Lum) 1 10 arc coded I
{ low). j average SRI 3 value of the rejected
e tubes is 2G.72.
averse relationship between E ai !
I r "feet on the raj , es
.roup of the larger samples thai. be
expecte • ed to be seen if such a re-
latj listed between average pric . 1 le-
.d.
e Pat. .
.\. .:... all the copies of the documents 11
s ] Li] fere finally assembled, they were
:ted onto IB] .nch card: For bh veral
so. igs and i ng: hich facilitated the dis-
nd ana is cf I ' r ' ita. The fo] ]






' >rts in - Lously do-





!>?>! > 22 )» I:
tor el . or} ras obi 'ved, id it
c used sr: . sou? ly. ?cr this
3 des Lgnati rs.
it of Ijhis p]
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D. Analysis of the Data. Reference to the table
of data given herein as 2 able h reveals a strild
fact. Of all of the priorities occurring, by far
the r::cst frequent was priority 19 (hl/^Ofo of the
totals). Plotting histograms (priority frequency
bar graphs) for each item showed that the extra-
ordinary nee of 19 's resulted in a bi-model
(two-peaked) distribution of priority frequencies,
'.stributicn for the priority frequen-
js contradicted what one : properly expect;
t is, the priority observations for some
one inventory item are a random variable distri-
g to cluster about some one
Lority characterizes that item. Consequent-
ly, henom< provoked an inquiry in-
.rco of 1 ,''s observed. The investi-
3 revealed the following:
1) i icipate< Lure of avy 1 s
system provided that, for any operational
b within. 30 days of deployment, the use a.
mission category beco entically defined. (Gee
b III, 'fable 1 )
.
tcs of the conversion table of Table 1 ^
thus only one priority resulted for all poto
-1 end uses, ely 1 lether this feature is
It has the effect of
iorities of mission car
(7^)

gories 3, 1 !- and 5 and end uses D, E, F up to pri-
ority 19 thirty clays box ore deployment. It is
natural perhaps to procrastinate and thereby de-
lay some replenishment efforts until shortly be-
fore deployment, but the provisions of the pri-
ority system put a premium on delay. D^Lay would
authorize using a uniformly high priority for all
requisitions. That the high incidence of 19 's
represented c ise of the priority sysl nd
of proper replenishment timing was confirmed hy
pectors supervisors who were consulted.
2) A special class of radar picket ships,
having a much greater than average cc. bion of
electron tubes, was o lie coasts of
the continental United States on a "30 day out",
"30 day in" schedule. In effect then, these ves-
sels were always able to avail themselves of the
Ltages of the "pre-deploynent missio end
use category" for all their demands a ltural-
Ld so.
3) jority of the West Coast ships
icified in 2) above were assigned isco
ort and thus made all t. ids
rectly on the Naval Supply Center at Oak]
In view of the facts revealed as to the source
of so very priorit observations, t'. ii-
(75)

model conception of the priority distributions
s retained. The problem then became one of de-
vising a method for properly remcy an influence
oh obscured the underlying distribution. Sever-
al schemes were developed with statistical in-
tegrity for estimating what fraction of all 19'
s
were not native to the underlying distribution and
should therefore bo removed so as to separate what
ted to two mined distributions. However, the
scheme at once most justifiable and most easily im-
plemented was to reject all the transactic:
at.; )ecial class of vessels. This once
again affirmed the definition of the sample space
of originators as the regular ships and rons
of the active fleet.
oval of all of the requisitions of the
anomolous class of ships reduced the final sample
to 398 t: ctions involving 31^3 units, reduc-
tions of . d 18.2 percent respective! ..'he
number of priority 19 transactions was reduced to
109 from 222, a reduction of 51 percent. These
revised are given in Table -2
—
Both the ips of data, with and without t
special ships, were retained and the statistical
Lalyses were carried out with each. By this means
the correctness of the removal procedure es-
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The Ilct: _._....'_ M^^i^LJ^Q^^S^l^lSj.
1. F Definition of t _ Sj ..It
revioi ( .one 01
Los) ' ' the s 3 ce of
retofore defined ac in Ta.)
' g cate ory is re-
ved ] . - Lng the ]
not ai /
certainly b] se de. L tors,
o to assign these pri-




as a row, ' i the sj : ce.
cd a sot c ["
;nators whic cificd but o: 3 use
.
.
Lch was " ht to he
complete for the chose,- es of co all
Le missions. Fi .. , 3 Dper de-
L r of t. re
then re-. ' lor of increasing ' le.
3t stop nullified the effect of rel-
'.scarded priority tier tors. Retenti
e old designators would
;rees of 1 -etwee
1)

?he docicnatcrs thus selected and numbered
Lre she 1 T le 6 following:
: 3 Use Code







> q 13 1'
'oo 3
r
6 n 15 16




FinaJ Sample Space of Priority
Des: • ;ors s R< -IT i bered
2 « Choice of Statistics .




I sen the SRI formula v ! 'or
1 the priority beha 1 1 or of i n1 Dry
ite:
We chose to compare bhe r< ] Ln of co
ite
.
b e: "' "- syste . because
1) a pref . " bi 1 ordi v ; of : s bhe-
oretically b] lore cogent,
) there v/ere Lnsuffic: ' lj ' ch
to 1 : - : scific assu iptions conci rning '"
:ion of the i1 riorities and of E,
oth ' ristics. IIoi : ] ] :n
Iepends on • . u, 3 tions .
(82)













Since the sa ; •-. srage '
estimator of the tr n, we use a: ' ' s aver-
age 'it: 11 y ere
bhe priorities is na1 1] ' te
large, the average is stj n e best estimator of
is u sou to tevei ur;
necess to establish each rs . A : :
\ .other the aver: prj
*
s to bo taken to be:
the ] ] ls-
actions obser"
v/eig ' 1, or
) . of all the tr







Good arguments can be advanced for
Ld therefore 1 s were
:al)le
_J_ folic:;!: , ! the je
)rio Ltics calculated r bh . :hemes it
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Average Priority - ] transac' , an:
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Sta: " ation of ; red values of PU
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ves t 1 :;rs of
o:
i) :
; Factors of \
3) A' P] - -ies
h) ... Load Lj j ntj by
AKS ! II: '
i
tity was c ' Lnally
suggest Lc . S. D. F
: fell ' I 1: I would ' ly
Lty. A : Lat tine it ras ' nown
.
; I : List quantity was equal only to
• tctf rience for the V.
r.oE'
1
;ars. 3 d, the A] load list
antity rai ' ons
: t bieal to those achiev
to validate:
1) the use of predicted Ly rid ;ed
on an ' 3 distribution rather
story,
se of fleet ;•' ' s (AKS custo r ) as
;cc for ' ] ' tary e: tj lity ranld Lg




















3» The R ' Correlatio] .
The methods of r. 1 correlatio: is
n1 irely on the work .' . e '.
11 as set fort] ' ' r "1; - ' Qorr
Keth ; ." C :] His coefficient of correJ
denot 1 by ' bter T (Kendal] uj i el:
) r ree c ventJ onal propel '. i
coe
'
1) For ' . srfect ag] nt (i.e.
same ran] in boll) , 1 ~ + 1,
perf ' ' Lve ccrrelatic . .
2) For r ki .' srfect Lis r en1 (i.e.
[ : of the other) , T = -
ative correlation.
3) Fo: : og of ' Lch lie between + 1
ue: 1 i sing in 1 solute value fr
1 corres] nd to i sing ;orrelati
vcj ranks.
. i ""', to compare two ran] Lngs, labe"
bh th raj ik nui tbers, Plac
bur a] rder of one rankin








to " : 3 LI] " ( -- 1 ) 4- ( • •' )












; va] js or rag
ran Ins by AK£ ' ' b
rbitraril; " ' ter-
ssibj tie;
prod' ... ntl; lifferent . ts.
pop, th Lndepei ice or
r - kings of a s
b
as folio. :
1) .. propri; .:. "^cr, I', between ^cro
- :.. If T exceeds K In : Lze (i.e.
1 p^- K) one decided gainst inde] =ndence (i.e.










) r K is : elect . . hat if the
two ra; . . not correlated, om i 1 so de-
(39)

cidc with high probability, (1-oc). Thus oC is
the probability of a mistaken declaration of cle-
idence (alpha error).
• For i% greater than 10, the distribution of
the T statistic under the hypothesis of indepen-
dence of the rankings is approximately normal. The
distribution is tabled for n between h and 10.
Table 9 following gives the correlation
coefficients T for the chosen comparisons.
T For 'the Correlation
E c cD D AKS
PR +.3 lf +.20 -.25
|
-.+7 -.26
pu +.32 +.16 -.30 -A5 -.38
PR* +.26 +16 -.11 r .hl -A2
PU* +.33 +.26 -.21 -.36 -.If2
E -.3^
Legend T = correlation coefficient
Table 9
Results of Rank Correlations
(90)

F . Pr nil miliary Interpretation of _theJResults
.
If <A (the probability of rejecting the hypoth-
esis of independence when it should be accepted,
alpha error) is chosen to be .3, then all of the
21 T values shown in Tablo 9 except one (PR*--cD)
would lead to the decision of some dependence be-
tween the rankings.
If oC is chosen to be .2 then all the 21
except those associated with t]
PU - c,
PR* - c , and
PR* - cd
comparisons indicate dependence..
If aC is chosen to be .1 then all the T
associated with the S, D and AKS comparisons
cate -ice (12 of 21)
.
Finally, an <?C as low as .02 would lead to
nee for 8 of 21 comparisons,
V-






all D c risons.
Two secondary questions are best





2) . . . Lffcren I .-/eon I
3
rr e
PU type cor j] re slightly
n 1 3 ... p g .
V/e he ' xperj
rvc t . Lsh bhe
. .
- to clef . . bhe si p] —
.t tov/ard aj "better" 11 ' \ ;c.
In . al, this expei ' ' he
ex: . Lgnifica: ' :: ccrrelat . •
..
1) . ritiej
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response to utility questioning and the inability
of humans to discriminate among more than a few
binct levels in any utility cli; ;nsion seer; to
bo the insurmountable barriers. [16 - pp.3? - 37]
Fraction coding for codes R and X, aeronauti-
cal provisioning, the "flyaway kit" program and
the methods of the ordnance stock office (OCC) and
the ships parts control center (SPCC) appear to
be fund;- ntally similar to the above technique
from a utility theoretical point of view, with the
added complexity of having removed the task of
"question answering" from the "players" (users)
nd ] , laced : . t in the hands cf a : parate
group - tec ' Lans within high supply echelons.
E "f the SRI-ESO lodel can be viewed as
a utility functi n "" posed upon the
.
e" by
rationale. Fro:.; a utility theoretic standpoint,
the acceptability cf this solution to the utility
function problem rests solely upon the accepta-
bility of the rationale, and is, in this case,
vcrccd fro ' utility appraisal b; " 3 ayers"
either before or after the "g ." (USE).
In the 1; . i of. utility theory, one c
"suppress" this p; . :ing prcblc by b: ?ving
the player's
:
ist actions while "playing the game"
therefrom his "true" (de nstrated)
C9*0

ut J:icn. - j p 15-loJ It is the con-
nticn of this thesis the proposal of Fart
III is just such a tech ' . ... as u h s the
priority system i: s s; : 1 .Id
use dative utility of ea
itted /as not designed
for heoretical
fre r the so" bhis problem appears
to bo present. If such is not the case, the proble ]
may well v; rr ' a new system to be appended to the
rig procedure and designed to attack
just this proble .
GO: :i : :.,iCi:S . From the limited ex] ri ent re-
ported in this paper, only a few general conclu-
sions can be drawn due to sampling limitations,
i ; say that, with respect to items cf
electronics tubes fraction coded F, there is strong
dence of positive correlation between the re-
sults yielded by SRI-SSO'S E and the priority -
based proposal of Fart III. It appear:- that both
methods are ranking items by the sa:;ic characteristic,
. s characteristic may well represent
.
..,
_* "relative military essen-
ality."
When the component factors of 3 were examined
separately, a possible positive correlation was
(95)

sen the results of 1 priority pro-
jost C; ther ' hand, 11
seems cert;;. . - tive correlation exists
be- - priority results and de Ld rate D. A
interpretation of these facts b, where-
as I 1 "believe that E = C is the rational
> for ly of the nature
of ] pear that E=-l is a more il-
D
p1 g hypothesis, rhe arg t see- s
orted that the more militarily essen-
tial items are t] re . ble and reliable or
are well provided for locally.
. fact that a negative correlation is indi-
cat bween the priority-based results and the
load list quantities is no surprise in
jvel ..
from fleet u£ . .". is therefore a direct
function of d .If : exists, in
jative cor. ion between di and true
mi] . ' essentiality, then the more militarily
essential an item is, the less likely it is to be
found on board AK£ 3 loyed with the fleet.
it3yC- . DA S. In order to test ..ore
' the existence of a significant correl-
ie results of the two methods for






. t _ 3d Lth conf
randomi-






ds e;: ent should 1-
cal method of poach Lng of






", word fortified by
oretical soundness can be
riority exi tion. Since E is
y obtainable , rould be con-
If 5 o] there proved
to 1 ution of correlation as the experiment
'end fraction code F, t] Lew
functions of cost and dc nd. i lar to the pres
E could be sought which dc correlate with priori
iavior. ! >e
tesi Lc itc ulation to
ins der-lev - otection in all
lollar velocit; .
> such new function could be found, then
choice would have to be j between the rationale
.e rationale underlying the mean priority




Important to the choice is act that t]
me







of the rcccrvc fleets. Who
of J provides contj order-level
:
:ions of price and demand
ts for ac-
h activi
t of the do-
.









. -.._. si] L] iachincry parts and i Inane c p rts,
-.'
:h ig] t soneday provj : ; s ': "or a syste
C ' ] Lena ng tl supply lemand control
points?
- SI Id bhe priority sysl be re-designed
in ] ' ht cf this \ Idit o 1 role, to reduce the
rf ct of a . ilous I havior and to yield numbers
. ble s essentj .lit:" indices vrit] inimun: of
scale tr ' 2 1 .::?
- Viewi: z the issue frc s .other point of
vie 1.:, If there is sc 3day levelop< 5 1 scale of
Llit y essentiality hat is widely considered
to be ra i a] nd acceptable, bhen should not bh<
_:' riti Ln J ]-:. ': Lon - end use table be ro-
te reflect ess .' ' lity? U3 Ls would -.can
sign ' :he system to ixi ize rank cor: el -
Df hi - ' 1 prj or Lty Llitary essen-
tiality.
In conclusion, furt] er pro ;ress in the man-
ment of inventory by hematj n odel waits
nt of a] :eptable tl : I for th
essontialii of stock items. A] h
ex] iriment reported in this paper
could neither confirm nor dismiss t] ppi ' be-
ness of the >rit; sol of Tort III, J
. bi L: bb results that
Ls meth d ay bo a solutj ' ' prob]
(100)

its own right or, more likely, nay lead to con-
firmation cf a more economical but adequately -
liable formula solution, such as I]. 'he prime
result cf this experiment scons clearly to be a
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BUSAHDA MANUAL PAiA 33026-6
6. RSQ : T PHI ['. Y (PRIORITY DESIGNATOR)
(EFFECTIVE 1 JANUARY I960)
a. Assignment of Priority. Requests for
material will be assigned a numerical priority
designator which will reflect the relative mili-
tary essentiality of the intended use of the
requested materia., as indicated by the end
use definition code. The numerical priority
designator expresses the relationship between
mission category and the applicable end use
def ' "on code and will range with d : shing
importance from number 1 through 37« The re-
questor will apply oho assigned ission cate-
gory and end use code appropriate to his activi-
ty to the Mission Category End Use Code Con-
version Table (see subpar. f.), to determine
the ap n cable numerical priority designator.
Priority designators are designed to provide a
means for supply and tr; sporta ion activities
to process requests and shipments in accordance
with military i portance and urgency of need.
The syst n is intended to determine material
issue policies fficient employment of
; ort ' and communication capabilities.





will bo limited to that amount necessary to
satisfy the requirement that initiated the re-
quest
.
b. Responsibility for Assignment of
Priority
(1) Responsibility
(a) General. Co: ing officers are re-
sponsible for the proper assignment of priority
designators and realistic dates that the ma-
terial is required (DMR) . rhe authority tc
redelegate is restricted. In redelegating
there will be a clear indication of the neces-
sity for conscientious compliance with the pro-
cedures covering the assignment of priorities.
(b) Priority Designators 1 through '] . Com-
. a. ding officers, officers in charge, the sen-
ior officer acting in behalf of the com] anding
officer or officer in charge during his ab-
sence or incapacity, or one officer designated
in writing will personally sign all roouor I
ring priorities 1 through 7- This author-
ity may not be redelegatcd.
(c) Priority Designators 3 through 10.
Commanding officers and officers in charge may
assign in writing to key officer personnel the
authority to authorize request: bearing pri-
orities 8 through 10.
>5)

(d) Priority Designators 11 through 37*
Commanding officers and officers in charge may
assign to key personnel the authority to author-
ize requests bearing priorities 11 through 37.
(2) Review. Primary responsibility for the
correct ure of the Material Requirements Pri-
ority System is a function of conn and and re-
q ires overall review to insure proper under-
standing and application. Fleet and overseas
shore activity requests will be reviewed as
directed by the appropriate fleet commander.
Periodically, supply activities will be re-
quested by competent authority to furnish sta-
tistical data on incoming requisitions. Such
requests will be forwarded via the Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts (Assistant Chief for
Supply Management). Administrative inspections
of the retained requisition files will disclose
whether or not priority designators are being
assigned properly.
c. Mission Category
(1) General. Mission categories will be
prescribed by appropriate authority for ships,
units, and activities according to the relative
Llitary importance of the mission assigned.
This designation is in the form of a number
ranging from 1 through 5« Che authority to
(10 )

assign a mission category may bo delegated or
withheld in accordance with subpar. (2) or
ether superseding directives, as required by
.c existent circumstances; however, it is in-
tended that authority bo retained at the high-
est practical level. Units within a force nay
be assigned different mission categories,
either of higher or lower classification, by the
appropriate militi ry co lander. Unless a ship,
it, or itivity is otherwise advised, mission
category 5 applies. Che Fleet Commanders in
Chief; Commander Military Sea Transportation
Service; Chief of Naval Air "raining; Chief of
Naval Material; Chief of Naval Research; the
Office of the Comptroller of the Navy; and
Chiefs of all Bureaus will pro ate the nec-
essary directives to insure the assignment of
; ission categories on an initial and continuing
b< sis for all ships, units, and activities un-
der their military con: and or management con-
trol. Ordinarily, changes in nission cate-
gories for fleet units will be accomplished at
the tine naval operational control of a unit or
individual ship passes from one operational con-
trol authority to another.
(2) Specific Authority
(a) General. Authority to assign a mission
(107)

category may be delegated or withheld in ac-
cordance with the criteria in subpars. (b)
through (f )
.
(b) Mission Category 1. Mission category
.1 is reserved for specific assignment oy the
Secretary of the Navy, Chief of Naval Opera-
tions, or Fleet Commanders in Chief to insure
the accomplishment of missions of overriding
portance. Authority to assign this mission
category will not be delegated.
(c) Mission Category 2. Mission category
2 nay be assigned to combatant units and units
furnishing direct support to combatant units
that comprise the primary offensive and defen-
sive forces, whose mission is of vital impor-
tance and directly affects national security.
Authority to assign under this criterion is
granted to Fleet Co:::anders in Chief; Con: ander
Military ^ea Transportation Service; and naval
component commanders of unified and specified
commands. In addition, assignments may be made
to such other u; its or activities as nay be
specifically assigned by the Secretary cf the
Navy, Chief of Naval Operations, or Fleet Com-
manders in Chief. As required, Fleet Commanders
in Chief nay delegate the authority to assign
this mission category to Fleet Conn.anders, fash

Force Commanders, and Type Commanders.
(d) Mission Category 3- Mission category
3 nay be assigned to the following:
1. Active fleet units that supplement or
indirectly support the primary offen-
sive and defensive forces in Mission
category 2.
2. Activities providing direct industrial
or logistic support to active fleet
forces.
3. Combatant and support forces other-
wise assigned mission category h or 5
preparing to deploy on a tactical or
strategic mission assignment within
30 days; this time period nay be
varied by the appropriate fleet com-
manders to allow flexibility.
Authority to assign this .Mission category is
granted to Fleet Commanders in Chief; Comman-
der Military ice. Transportation Service; Chiefs
of Bureaus and Offices; and naval component
commanders of unified and specified commands.
As required, Fleet Commanders in Chief nay dele-
gate the authority to assign this Mission cate-
gory to Fleet Commanders, Task Force Comman-
ders, and Type Commanders.
(e) Mission Category h. Mission category
(109)

h may be assigned to the following:
1. Training units and units engaged in
scheduled training operations in prep-
aration for deployment on a tactical
or strategic assignment; units of the
active fleet force inside continental
United States and the Pearl Harbor area
assigned scheduled overhaul, upkeep, or
repair.
2. Activities providing industrial or
emergency logistic support to active
fleet forces.
Authority to assign this mission category is
granted to Fleet Commanders in Chief; Commander
Military Sea Transportation Service; Fleet,
Force, and Type Commanders; naval component
commanders of unified and specified commands;
and Chiefs of Bureaus and Offices.
(f) Mission Category 5» All other units
and activities, active and reserve, are as-
signed mission category 5«
(3) Special Programs and Projects. The
Secretary of the Navy or the Chief of Naval
Operations may assign a specific mission cate-
gory to major Navy programs, projects, or spe-
cial operations in keeping with the relative
military importance of such undertakings. The
(110)

priority designator for material requirements
of such programs, projects, or special oper-
ations will be determined by the use of the
mission category assigned, together with the
end use definitions,
d. Definitions
(1) Primary Equipment. Primary equipment
is equipment essential to and employed direct-
ly in the accomplishment of assigned operation-
al mission and tasks.
(2) Auxiliary Equipment. Auxiliary equip-
ment is equipment which supplements or takes
the place of primary equipment should the pri-
mary equipment become inoperative. An auxil-
iary power generator is illustrative of such
equipment.
(3) Collateral Equipment. Collateral
equipment is equipment not essential to the
performance of assigned operational missions
and tasks. Included are administrative and ha-
bitability equipments; such as, typewriters,
soda fountains, drinking fountains, and movie
projectors.
(*f) Material. Material is the general
term used to encompass consumable materials,




e. End use Code
(1) General. The end use definition tables
contained in subpars. (2) through (9) encompass
the material requirements of all Navy users and
express material requirements which reflect a
consideration of equipment application, the
military significance of equipment, and the ur-
gency of material requirements. Subparagraphs
(2) through (G) are special purpose definitions,
expressing the requirements of specific types
of units and activities. Subparagraph (9) is a
general purpose definition which groups the re-
quirements of all other activities not speci-
fically provided for and those nonindustrial
requirements common to all shore activities.
In certain instances, the use of more than one
table will be required. For example, ship-
yards will use subpar. (*f) for industrial pur-
poses and subpar. (9) for nonindustrial pur-
poses.
(2) Table of End Use Definitions for Ships.
The following table of end use definitions is
established for ships:
End use
code End use definitions
A Material required to effect emergency
replacement or repairs to a ship's hull,
(112)

propulsion plant, armament, catapults, or
other primary equipment system which has
been damaged or rendered inoperative to the
extent that the ship is unseaworthy or other-
wise incapable of performing assigned
operational mission and tasks. Require-
ments of this nature are of such conse-
quence as to dictate an immediate report,
in accordance with NWIP 10-1, par. 610.
Replacement of complete missiles or ma-
terial required to effect emergency re-
pairs to missiles which have been damaged,
rendered inoperative or unsafe, and the
number of missiles involved is such that
the firing capability is reduced below
authorized levels.
Material required on an emergency replen-
ishment basis without which the ship can-
not perform its assigned operational mis-
sion and tasks. For example, emergency
need for teletype paper for deployed AGC,
hydrographic charts for deployment from
one overseas area to another under emer-
gency conditions or general war, or a re-
quirement for landing nets by a deployed
amphibious vessel. Requirements of this
nature are of such consequence as to dic-
(113)

tate an immediate report to the appro-
priate commander.
B Material required to effect emergency re-
placement or repairs to auxiliary equip-
ment systems, such as an auxiliary power
system, without which the ship can oper-
ate temporarily as a effective unit and
continue to perform its assigned oper-
ational mission and tasks.
Material urgently required and without
which serious personal hazard will result.
This includes asbestos suits for crash
crews, protective clothing for underwater
demolition teams, etc.
Replacement of complete missiles or ma-
terial required to effect emergency re-
pairs to missiles which have been damaged,
rendered inoperative, or unsafe. In either
case the firing capability has not been re-
duced below authorized firing levels.
C Material required to effect emergency re-
pairs or replacement and make ready for
sea collateral equipment, or systems not
contributing to operational effectiveness
or safety of the ship.
(11^)

Material immediately required for emer-
gency deployment.
Material required for interim replenish-
ment of Fleet Issue Load List or Tender
and Repair Ship Load List stocks in order
to meet anticipated requirements for which
on hand stocks are insufficient and on
order material will not be delivered in
sufficient time to augment existing stocks.
D Material required in preparation for
scheduled deployment
.
Material required to replenish stocks dur-
ing deployment in order to maintain readi-
ness in accordance with fleet stock level
policies.
Material required for scheduled mainten-
ance of specific equipments.
E Material required for initial outfitting
and filling of allowance and load list
additions.
Material required for routine replenish-
ment of Fleet Issue Load List or Tender
and Repair Ship Load List stocks.
Stock replenishment of items which have
(115)

been specifically designated by cognizant
inventory managers as justifying premium
handling by virtue of repairability or
other economic considerations in accor-
dance with prescribed criteria . For ex-
ample: this end use is applicable to frac-
tion code Q aeronautical items encompassed
within Aviation Supply Office high prior-
ity program. Priority designator 20 will
be assigned to such requirements*
F Routine requirements not otherwise provided
for,
X Medical or disaster supplies or equipment
required immediately for prolonging life
in case of critical injury, fatal disease,
or calamity. When this end use code is em-
ployed, a priority designator 3 will be
assigned.
(3) Table of End Use Definitions for Avia-
tion Units. The following table of end use
definitions is established for aviation units:
End use
code End use definitions
A Material, including immediate or urgent
action aircraft service changes, required
(116)

for immediate installation or use to ef-
fect emergency repairs or replacement for
aircraft (in operating categories Al
through A9) out of commission or not cap-
able of safe flight. The following cri-
teria must be met in order to justify this
end use: one-half or more of the particu-
lar model aircraft assigned to a squadron
must be out of commission or grounded for
the same equipment, repair part, etc.; and
the deficiency is of such a nature as to
dictate an immediate report to the appro-
priate commander.
Replacement cf complete missiles or mater-
ial required to effect emergency repairs
to missiles which have been damaged, ren-
dered inoperative, or unsafe, and the nu;
ber of missiles involved is such that fir-
ing capability is reduced below authorized
levels. Requirements of this nature are of
such consequence as to dictate an imme-
diate report to the appropriate commander.
Material required on an emergency replen-
ishment basis without which the operating
unit cannot perform its assigned opera-
tional mission and tasks, for example, tar-
(117)

gating data or navigational charts for
scheduled operations under emergency con-
ditions* Requirements of this nature are
of such consequence as to dictate an im-
mediate report to the appropriate commander
B Material including immediate or urgent
action aircraft service changes required
to effect emergency repairs or replacement
to aircraft (in operating categories Al
through A9) without which the aircraft is
out of commission and not capable of safe
flight or incapable or performing its pri-
mary mission even though capable of safe
flight.
Replacement of complete missiles or mater-
ial required to effect emergency repairs
to missiles which have been damaged, ren-
dered inoperative, or unsafe. In either
case, the firing capability has not been
reduced below authorized firing levels.
Material urgently required and without
which serious personal hazard will result.
For example, this would include urgently




C Material required to effect emergency
replacement or repair of specific units
of inoperative maintenance support equip-
ment necessary to carry out the assigned
mission.
Material not falling in end use codes A
or B, including aircraft service changes,
required to effect emergency repairs or
replacement to specific aircraft or mis-
siles required to avert disruption or de-
lay of aviation fleet or training oper-
ations, maneuvers or exercises.
Material immediately required for emer-
gency deployment.
D Material required in preparation for sche-
duled deployment.
Material required to replenish stocks dur-
ing deployment in order to maintain readi-
ness in accordance with fleet stock level
policies.
Material required for scheduled maintenance
of a specific aircraft, missile, or main-
tenance support equipment.
Stock replenishment of items which have
(119)

been specifically designated by cognizant
inventory managers as justifying premium
handling by virtue cf repairability or ether
economic considerations in accordance with
prescribed criteria. For example, this end
use is applicable to fraction code Q
aeronautical items encompassed within the
Aviation Supply Office high priority pro-
gram. Priority designator 20 will be as-
signed such requirements.
material required for initial outfitting
and filling of allowance list addition.
F Routine requirements not otherwise provi-
ded for.
X Medical or disaster supplies or equipment
required immediately for prolonging life
in case of critical injury, fatal disease,
or calamity. When this end use code is em-
ployed, a priority designator 3 will bo as-
signed.
(h) Table of End Use Definitions for Ship-
yards, Ship Repair Facilities, and submarine
bases (Industrial Use Only). The following
table of end use definitions is established for
shipyards, ship repair facilities, and subma-
(120)

rine bases (industrial use only). (See subpar.
(9) for nonindustrial requirements.)
!nd use
code d use definitions
A Material required to effect emergency
or voyage repairs to a ship's hull, pro-
pulsion plant, armament, catapults, or
other primary equipment rystem which has
"been damaged or rendered inoperative to
the extent that the ship is unseaworthy
or otherwise incapable cf performing
assigned operational mission and tasks.
Requirements of this nature are of such
consequence that a casualty report will
have been submitted by the ship in accor-
dance with NWIP 10-1, par. 610. The mis-
sion category of the ship will be used to
determine the priority designator.
Material required to effect emergency re-
pairs or replacement to essential physical
facilities of the industrial activity with-
out which the activity cannot carry out
its primary mission of ship conversion and
repair. Requirements of this nature are
cf such consequence as to preclude meeting
the repair or construction schedule of
(121)

operational commanders, and dictate the
submission of an immediate report to the
appropriate commander.
B Material required to effect emergency or
voyage repairs to auxiliary shipboard
equipment systems, such as, an auxiliary
power system without which the ship can
operate temporarily as an effective unit
and continue its assigned operational mis-
sion and tasks. The mission category of
the ship will be used to determine the pri-
ority designator.
Material required to eliminate an exist-
ing work stoppage in scheduled manufac-
ture, repair, overhaul, or replacement of
primary equipment systems required for
safety at sea or directly used in perfor-
mance of ship's assigned operational mis-
sion and tasks.
Material required to eliminate an existing
work stoppage in the manufacture, rework,
repair, or overhaul of items designated as
boing in critical supply by the cognizant
inventory manager.
G Material required to effect emergency or
(122)

voyage repairs and make operative and
ready for sea collateral equipment systems
not contributing directly to the operation-
al effectiveness or safety of the ship.
The mission category of the ship will be
used to determine the priority designator.
Material required to effect emergency re-
placement or repair of specific units of
inoperative maintenance support equipment
necessary to carry out the assigned indus-
trial mission.
D Material required to effect scheduled re-
pair, replacement, overhaul or construc-
tion of ship's hull, propulsion plant,
armament, catapults or other primary equip-
ment system required for safety at sea or
directly used in performance of the ship's
assigned operational mission and tasks.
Material, the lack of which would delay
scheduled delivery of a chip, or in peace-
tine, would result in substantial economic
disadvantage to the Government.
) Material required to effect the scheduled
repair, replacement, overhaul of auxiliary
equipment systems required directly for
(123)

performance of secondary missions or re-
quired to maintain at sea endurance.
Stock replenishment of items which have
been specifically designated by cognizant
inventory managers as justifying premium
handling by virtue of repairability and
other economic considerations in accord-
ance with proscribed criteria. For ex-
ample, this end use is applicable to
fraction code Q aeronautical items encom-
passed within the Aviation Supply Office
high priority program. Priority desig-
nator 20 will be assigned such require-
ments .
F Material required for scheduled manufac-
turing or repair of local or system stocks
of operating equipments.
All other material required for instal-
lation or use to effect repair, replace-
ment, overhaul, construction, or conver-
sion of ships except those requirements
covered in end use code H.
H Requirements to effect alterations to
Res ;rve Fleet ships other than for acti-
vation. (12 1 :-)

X Medical or disaster supplies or equipment
required immediately for prolonging life
in case of critical injury, fatal disease,
or calar ity. When this end use code is
used, a priority designator 3 will be as-
signed.
(5) "able of End Use Definitions for Air-
craft and Missile industrial activities or
units (Industrial Use Only). The following
table of end use definitions is established for
aircraft and missile industrial activities or
units (industrial use only). (Loo subpar. (9)
for nonindustrial requirements.)
d use
Code End use definitions
A Material, including immediate or urgent
action aircraft service changes, required
for immediate installation; or use to ef-
fect emergency repairs, or replacement for
aircraft, or missiles out of commission or
not capable of safe flight. The following
criteria must bo met in order to justify
this end uce: one-half or more of the par-
ticular model aircraft or missile being
reworked, overhauled, or repaired must be
out of commission for the same equipment
25)

repair part, etc., and the deficiency
is of such a nature as to dictate an imme-
diate report to the appropriate commander.
Material, including immediate or urgent
action aircraft service changes, required
for immediate installation or use on an
aircraft or missile which is incapable of
safe flight and has been grounded pending
incorporation of such changes or modifi-
cation. The following criteria must be
met in order to justify the assignment of
this end use code: the grounding of the
aircraft, missile model, or configuration
has been directed by the appropriate com-
mander pending incorporation of such modi-
fication or change, upon completion of
work the aircraft or missile will be re-
turned to a fleet command, and the affec-
ted aircraft or missile has been desig-
nated as critical by the appropriate co;>
nder.
Material required to effect emergency re-
pairs or replacement to essential physical
facilities of the industrial activity with-
out which the activity cannot carry out its
primary mission of aircraft or missile over-
(126)

haul or repair. Requirements of this na-
ture are of such consequence as to preclude
meeting assigned overhaul or repair sche-
dules and dictate the submission of an
be report to the appropriate com-
mander.
3 Material, including immediate or urgent
action aircraft service changes, required
to effect emergency repairs, or replacement
to an aircraft or missile without which
the aircraft or fissile is out of commis-
sion and not capable of safe flight.
Material, including i miediate or urgent
action aircraft service chances, required
for an aircraft or missile to effect emer-
gency repairs or replacement without which
the aircraft or missile cannot perform its
primary mission oven though capable of safe
flight.
Material, including immediate or urgent
action aircraft service changes, required
to eliminate an existing work stoppage in
performing manufacture, rework, repair, or
overhaul required to place an aircraft or
missile in operating condition, Scheduled
delivery of aircraft or missile to the
(127)

fleet will be delayed pending material re-
ceipt.
Material required tc eliminate an existing
work stoppage in anufacture, rework, re-
pair, or overhaul of items designated as
being in critical supply by the cognizant
inventory manager,
Material required to eliminate an existing
work stoppage in performing scheduled en-
gine overhauls.
C Material required to effect emergency re-
placement cf repair of specific units of
inoperative maintenance support equipment
necessary to carry out the assigned indus-
trial mission.
D Material required to place the aircraft or
missile, undergoing overhaul or interim
rework, in operating condition. Nonre-
ceipt cf material by the date material is
required will result in work stoppage or
cause a delay in scheduled delivery of air-
craft or missile to the fleet.
Material required to eliminate an existing
work stoppage in scheduled overhaul of non-
critical items for stock.
(128)

Material required to prevent imminent
aircraft, missile, or engine overhaul
work stoppage or disruption of aircraft
or missile component overhaul, repair, or
odification schedules for aircraft or
Lssiles.
3 Material required for initial outfitting
and filling of allowance list additions.
Stoc] replenishment of items which have
been specifically designated by cognizant
Inventory managers as justifying premium
Ting by virtue of repairability and
other cconci.de considerations in aceord-
Lce with prescribed criteria. For ex-
ample, this end use is applicable to frac-
tion code J aeronautical items encompassed
within the Aviation Supply Office high
priority program. Priority designator 20
Lll be assigned such requirements.
F Material required to effect scheduled re-
pair, replacement, and overhaul of speci-
fic aircraft, missile or maintenance cup-
port equipments inure.
Repair parts or materials required for
s choc"! ".'led manufacturing or repair of local
(12

or system stocks of airborne or shop equip-
ments.
X Medical or disaster supplies or equipment
required immediately for prolonging life
in existing case of critical injury, fatal
disease, or calamity. When this end use
code is employed, a priority designator 3
will be assigned.
(6) Table of End Use Definitions for Indus-
trial Activities not Otherwise Provided for (in-
dustrial Use Only) . The following table of end
use definitions is established for industrial




Code End use definitions
A Material required on an emergency basis to
eliminate or prevent an imminent extreme
safety hazard. Requirements of this na-
ture are of such consequence as to dictate
an immediate report to the appropriate com-
mander.
Katerial required to effect emergency re-
pairs or replacement to essential physical
facilities of the industrial activity with-
(130)

out which the activity cannot meet produc-
tion schedules for items which would pre-
clude a ship or unit of the operating
forces from performing assigned operation-
al mission and tasks. Requirements of
this nature are of such consequence as to
dictate the submission of an immediate re-
port to the appropriate commander.
Material required on an emergency basis for
the manufacture, repair, overhaul, alter-
ation, or rework of items, the lack of
which would preclude a ship or unit of the
operating forces from carrying out its
assigned operational mission and tasks.
Requirements of this nature are of such
consequence as to dictate an immediate re-
port to the appropriate commander.
B Material required to eliminate an existing
work stoppage in manufacturing, repair,
overhaul, reworking, or alteration of
items designated as being in critical
supply by the cognizant inventory manager.
Material required to eliminate an existing
work stoppage in performing manufacture,
repair, overhaul, alteration, or rework of
primary equipment systems directly used in

performance of operating forces assigned
operational mission and tasks.
G Material required to effect emergency
replacement or repair of specific units
of inoperative maintenance support equip-
ment necessary to carry out the assigned
industrial mission.
D Material required to elii inate an cxisti;
work stoppage in scheduled manufacture, re-
pair, overhaul, alteration, or rework.
Material required in peacetime, the lack
of which material would result in substan-
tial economic disadvantage to the Govern-
ment .
E Stock replenishment cf items which have
been specifically designated by the cog-
nizant inventory managers as justifying
premium handling by virtue of repaira-
bility or other economic considerations in
accordance with prescribed criteria. For
example, this end use is applicable to
fraction code Q aeronautical items encom-
passed within the Aviation Supply Office
high priority program. Priority desig-
nator 20 will be assigned such, requirements
(132)

Material required for initial outfitting
and filling of allowance and load list
additions.
F Repair parts or materials required for
anufacture, repair, overhaul, alteration,
or rework of local or system stocks.
Medical or disaster supplies or equipment
required immediately for prolonging life
in case of critical injury, fatal disease
or calamity. When this end use code is
employed, a priority designator 3 will be
assigned.
(7) Table of End Use Definitions for Re-
search and Development Activities (Research
and Development Only) . The following table
of end use definitions is established for re-
search and development activities (research
and development only). (See subpar. (9) for




Code End use definitions
Material required on an emergency basis
for immediate installation or use with-
out which a research activity cannot carry
(133)

cut its primary mission with regard to pro-
jects on the Military Urgency List. Re-
quirements of this nature are of such con-
sequence as to dictate an immediate report
to the appropriate commander.
Material required to effect emergency re-
pairs or replacement to essential physical
facilities of the activity without which
the activity cannot carry out its primary
mission with regard to assigned projects
on the Military Urgency List, Requirements
of this nature are of such consequence as
to dictate an immediate report to the
appropriate commander.
B Material required to eliminate an existing
work stoppage on approved projects.
C Material required to effect emergency re-
placement or repair of specific units of
inoperative maintenance support equipment
necessary to accomplish approved projects.
D Material, including instruments, required
for the continuation of approved projects
when nonreceipt of such material prior to
the date the material is required will re-
sult in work stoppage.
(13*0

E Stock replenishment of items which have
been specifically designated by cognizant
inventory mangers as justifying premium
handling by virtue of repairability or
other economic considerations in accord-
ance with prescribed criteria. For ex-
ample, this end use is applicable to
fraction code Q aeronautical items encom-
passed within the Aviation Supply Office,
high priority program. Priority desig-
nator 20 will be assigned such require-
ments.
F Material, including instruments required
for scheduled projects including the con-
struction, modification, and repair of
equipment, and other technical facilities
required for such projects.
X Medical or disaster supplies or equipment
required immediately for prolonging life
in case of critical injury, fatal disease,
or calamity. When this end use code is
employed, a priority designator 3 will be
assigned.
(3) Table of 3nd Use Definitions for Mobile
Construction Battalions. The following table





Code Jnd use definitions
A Construction equipment and instruments
required on an emergency basis without
which the battalion cannot carry out its
assigned operational mission or tasks.
Requirements of this nature are of such
consequence as to dictate an immediate
report to the appropriate commander.
1 laterial required for emergency repairs
or replacement to primary construction
equipment which has been damaged or ren-
dered inoperative to the extent that the
battalion is incapable of performing its
assigned operational mission and tasks.
Requirements of this nature are of such
consequence as to dictate an immediate
report to the appropriate commander.
Small arms and ammunition required on an
emergency basis without which the battal-
ion cannot operate as an effective work
or combat unit.
Material required on an emergency basis
to construct, alter, rehabilitate, or re-
pair inoperative or unusable essential
(136)

physical facilities of a shore activity
without which the shore activity cannot
carry out its assigned mission and tasks.
Requirements of this nature are of such
consequence as to dictate an immediate re-
port to the appropriate commander.
B Material required to effect emergency re-
placement or repairs to inoperative equip-
ment which contributes directly to the
operational effectiveness of the battal-
ion, but without which the battalion can
operate temporarily as an effective unit
and continue to perform its assigned
operational mission and tasks.
Material urgently required and without
which serious personal hazard will result.
Material required to eliminate an existing
work stoppage in the construction alter-
ation, rehabilitation, or repair of facil-
ities, systems or plants essential to carry
out the assigned operational mission of a
shore facility.
C Material required to effect emergency re-
placement or repairs to specific units of
inoperative maintenance equipment neces-
(137)

sary to carry out the assigned operation-
al mission of the battalion.
Material immediately required in prepar-
ation for emergency deployment,,
D Material required to effect scheduled re-
pair, replacement, or overhaul of primary
construction equipment required for the
battalion to carry out its assigned oper-
ational mission and tasks.
Material required in preparation for
scheduled deployment.
Material required to replenish stocks dur-
ing deployment in order to maintain readi-
ness in accordance with fleet stock level
policies.
Material required to prevent an imminent
work steppage in the construction, alter-
ation, rehabilitation, or repair of facil-
ities, systems, or plants essential to
carry out the assigned mission of a shore
facility.
E Stock replenishment of items which have
been specifically designated by cognizant
inventory managers as justifying premium
(138)

handling by virtue of repairability or
other economic consideration in accord-
ance with prescribed criteria. For ex-
ample, this end use is applicable to
fraction code Q aeronautical items encom-
passed within the Aviation Supply Office
high priority program. Priority designa-
tor 20 will be assigned to such require-
ments o
Material required to effect scheduled re-
pair, overhaul, or replacement of other
than primary equipment.
Material required for initial outfitting
and filling of allowance list additions.
F Routine requirements not otherwise pro-
vided for .
II Material required to fill allowance de-
ficiencies in reserve battalions, other
than for activation.
X Medical or disaster supplies or equipment
required immediately for prolonging life
in' case of critical injury, fatal disease,
or calamity. When this end use code is




(9) Table of End Use Definitions for Unite
and Activities not otherwise Provided for In-
cluding Definitions Common to all Activities.
The following table of end use definitions is
established for units and activities not other-
wise provided fcr including definitions common
to all activities:
2nd use
Code Snd use definitions
A Material required for emergency repairs or
replacement of inoperative essential systems
or equipment, such as main power plant,
ground control approach system, or avia-
tion fuel farm, without which the activi-
ty cannot carry out its primary mission and
tasks. Requirements of this nature are of
such consequence as to dictate an immed-
iate rep'Ort to the appropriate commander.
Material required on an emergency replen-
ishment basis without which the unit or
activity cannot perform its assigned oper-
ational mission and tasks. Requirements
of this nature are of such consequence as
to dictate an immediate report to the
; propriate commander.
D Material urgently required and without

which serious personal hazard w±U result.
G Material required for emergency repairs or
replacement of inoperative systems or equip-
ments not included in end use code A; such
as, auxiliary power systems and machinery
used in the upkeep of buildings and grounds
Material required for interim replenish-
ment of Fleet Issue Load List or Base
Load List stock (including allowance list
aterial stocked at overseas activities
supporting the fleet) in order to meet
anticipated requirements for which on hand
stocks are insufficient and on order ma-
terial will not be delivered, in sufficient
time to augment existing stocks.
Material immediately required for emergency
deployment
.
D Material required for scheduled repairs or
replacement of essential systems of equip-
ment, such as main power plant, ground con-
trol approach system, or aviation fuel
farms, without which the activity cannot
carry out is primary mission and tasks.




3 Material required for initial outfitting
and filling of allowance and load list
additions
.
Material required for scheduled repair
or overhaul of systems or equipments not
included in end use code D.
Activity originated stock replenishment
actions and inventory manager directed
redistributions of items which have been
specifically designated by cognizant in-
ventory managers as justifying premium
handling by virtue of rep airability and
other economic considerations in accord-
ance with prescribed cirteria. For ex-
ample, this end use is applicable to frac-
tion code Q aeronautical items encompassed
within the Aviation Supply Office high
priority program. Priority designator 20
will bo assigned to such requirements.
Material required for routine replenish-
ment of Fleet Issue Load List or Base Load
List stocks.
F Interim stock replenishments.
Inventory manager directed interim redis-





Material required for repair of nonessen-
tial physical facilities without which
operations could continue but for which
repairs are advisable for reasons of
efficiency and economy.
G Pioutine stock replenishment and require-
ments for day-to-day operations and upkeep.
Inventory manager directed routine redis-
tribution or procurement of stocks (use
priority designator 36)
•
H Material required to fill allowance de-
ficiencies in reserve skips or units other
than for activation.
X Medical or disaster supplies or equipment
required immediately for prolonging life
in case of critical injury, fatal disease,
or calamity. When this end use code is
employed, a priority designator 3 will be
assigned.
f. Priority Designators. The numerical
priority designator expresses the relationship
between mission category and the applicable end
use. All reouests for material will be assigned
* Clif3)

a numerical priority designator. In deter-
mining the numerical priority for a particular
requirement, the requestor, utilizing the mis-
sion category assigned the ship, will determine
the applicable end use code and from the con-
version table identify the appropriate priority
designator. If passing action is required with-
in the supply system, the originator's priority
designator will always be used.






A X •n C D j F G H
1 1 3 5 11 17 20 22 30 37
3 3 12 13 21 23 31 37
3 k 3 9 13 19 2h 25 32 37
h 6 3 10 15 2 23 33 35 37







g. A: iment of Date Material Required
(1) General. Taq date on which material is
required will be included on material requests
assigned priority designators 1 through 20. How-
ever, for priorities 1 through 7, the date ma-
terial is required will be considered as the
date of the request unless otherwise indicated.
For priorities 21 through 37, the date material
is required ] ay be indicated if considered
appropriate. The .date Material is required will

be a date of positive significance, indicating
operational deployment, scheduling of overhaul
or repair job, etc., and must reflect adequate
and effective planning. Supply processing tine
and the shipping time will not bo considered as
determining factors in setting the date required.
When the material is not desired prior to some
known or carefully estimated future date be-
cause delivery prior to that date would create
a handling or storage problem, i.e., that ad-
vance delivery is not acceptable, explanatory
remarks will be included to that effect.
(2) Increasing and Terminating Need In-
formation
(a) General. The date indicated as the
date on which the material is required indi-
cates the commencement of a need. This need
will continue until the material is delivered
or until the conditions surrounding the need
change in some manner so as to eliminate the
need. The methods to be used to transmit the
necessary information to the supply activity
are described in subpars. (b) through (e).
(b) Increasing heed. If the need for the
material will continue with an increasing ur-
gency after the date material required, the
letter I will be suffixed to the letters DMR

(DHHI).
(c) Terminating Need. If it is essential
bhat the specified date material required to
be met to the extent that the requirement for
the material will cease to exist if the date
is not met, the requisition will provide for
cancellation unless the specified date is met.
Such actio:: will he indicated by suffixing the
letter S to the "otters DMR (DKRS).
(d) Use of Two Dates. If the need for
the material commences on one date and con-
tinues for a period of tine to another known
g on wl ich the need will ceare to exist,
two dates will be placed ox the requisition
to communicate complete and accurate infor-
mation to the supplying activity. For example,
hi 15 July to DMRS 2 5 July will indicate
t the need commenced on 15 July and becoxes
increasingly urgent until 25 July at which time
the need ceases. Only when the need for the
material starts and stops en the sane date will
a single date material required termination
date be assigned. Supply activities will
attempt to effect delivery prior to the first
date material required when two dates are assig-
ned .
(c) Subsequent Purchase Action. If subse-
ts)

quent purchase action is necessary for requests
not bearing a date material required termina-
tion date, the contracting officer, using the
assigned date as a guide, is authorized to
assign a realistic contract delivery date. For
requests bearing date material required termi-
nation dates, if the contract delivery date
cannot be assigned '..r '';hin the limits of the
assigned termination date, the request will be
canceled ari the activity submitting the request
will be so advised by message or other appro-
priate rapid communication.
h . Communi c ati ons
(1) Priority Designators 1 Through 10.
Telecommunications including telephone, as
appropriate, will be utilized when transmitting
requirements assigned priority designators 1
through 10*
(2) Priority Designators 11 Through 20.
Telecommunications, or U. S. Mail when appro-
priate, will bo utilized, consistent with com-
mand policy, geographical considerations, and
date material is required when transmitting re-
quirements assigned priority designators 11
through 20.
(3) Priority Designators 20 Through 37»
U. S. Mail or the equivalent not to exclude
(I 1-:-?)

transceivers will normally be utilized when
transmitting requirements assigned priority
designators 21 through 37.
(h) Format of Instructions . For instruc-
tions on message format and additional guide-
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